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THE DESIGN -PROBLEM--=-~--- ----·----------.----~-,-------'-------a 
The problem involved in this thesis is basically 
. ___ --~ee of tool desigl'l~ - Howeve~, ~s lfhe, problem is attacked_ ---------; : 
·1t becomes &ore and more- necessary to have an under-
standing of powdered iron metallurgy~ Qnl,y Ji.ft,r _ tb9 __ _ 
~--------v'-'"'a....,r.iablea .. -inher-en-t.-~-l.rl_---t.he--powdePe~~-me~l-~-proc-~esu---~ -- ---_ ---- --~, --- =-~~ -- = - --
- are appreciated, will the approach to core -rod design ' . 
presented here be or ben'.·efii- to tHe d·estgner. 
" To reiterate the object of ~his paper: to develop 
~ -o~tline to follow in designing o_ptimum si;e cor.e .. _ 
rods. All core rods studied were circular. Ment_ion of 
. 
- - ·- - - - .. - - -- --
-
- . ------
---;· _______ the ~effect..-of. the variables of the· pre-cesse-s----mu·st-be· --- - ~- ··---~- - .---· -·-- -~···· - . - --·· 
brought out so that the. designer will see the need . 
for a thorough study ~efore using a .. gener~lized set of . 
-------- -- -- _ -------------- ------- ·cnarts -or ___ equations .·ror · ·core·· rocr design.-------- ---------- -------- -: -----------------~-------------- ·-----------
-- In any design problem involving a -grou~- p'tfce~ses, 
_a starting point must b·e estabiished. Five dimenstons 
ar~ of importan-ce to the tool designer: briquet core 
· _ rod, brique-t diam__et.er 0£ part, ·r-ep~ess coreQ rod, repress 
- diameter of part, and 'the final desired_ dia~eter ~r the 
\ 
part. Immediately. a relattonship may be ·sought between ' ··- - . -- !..~.. .. . .. -- .. :.~. ·. , ... ---
.... --· .. ---
······· ---···-·----------
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~p'rtJ.~~ evr~ rou and 1~e_pre5s di~meter. Results or a check 
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• fJ> 
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. ~a:rt_Jio__.__ 3-91- - --- ------~·--Fart Nc-.---392-- ------- ---- ··-PartNo~ ---r4s -------~-------------------------.----- -- -Rod Dia. = .1267" .. ·--Rod Dia. :.12755n Rod Dia. • ·.3720" 
... 













~ ""'" I , 






No. Dia. Clear. No. Dia. Clear. ( in • ) · {,in. ) ( ip , ) · ( in .J 
---- - ----- -- ---
-
l .12754 -.00001 1 .37165 -.00035 2 .12754 -.00001 2 .37170 ~.00030 3 ~li754 -.00001 3 .37165 ~~000}5 4 .12754 -.00001 4 .37165 -.00035 5 .12754 -.00001 5 .37165--.00035 
-6 .12754 -.00001 6 .37165 -.00035 7 .12754 -.00001 7 .37165 -.00035 8 .12754 -.00001 8 .37165 -.00035 9 .12754 -.00001. 9 .J716S -.00035 10 .12754 -.00001 lQ _,17165 ~.-000,; 
;~ ... 
REF'RESS PARTS 
Part·No. 391 Part No. 392 P·a.rt.-
1
-No. 1~8 
-Rod· Dia. "= .126.3" Rod Dia. =.12665" Rod Dia. = .3723" 
No. Dia. Clear. 
· ( in •. -l ( in • ) 
·1 .1262 -.0001 
2 .1262 - •. 0001 -
... -.. .__,, .... z-3- _.,. ..• --1-262 - • 0001 
4 .1.262 -.0001 5 .1262 -.0001 
6 .1262 -.0001 
7 .1262 -.0001 8 .1262 -.0001 
9 .1262 -.0001 10 · .1262 -.0001 
No. Dia. Clear. No. Dia. Clear. 
· (in. ) (in. ) ( iJl. ) (in., ) .. 
1 ... 12652 ~ .• 00013 1 .3719 -.0004 2 .12652 -,00013 .. _ _2_ ..... 3-11-9-~.0084 J; ;1205·2 -.00013 3 .3719· -.0004 4 .12652 -.00013 4 .• 3719 -.0004 5 .12652 -.00013 5 .3719 -.0004 6 .12652 -.00013 6 .3719 -.0004 _ 7 .12652 -.00013 7 .3719 -.0004 8 .12652 -.00013 8 · .3719 -.0004 
. 9 .12652· -.00013 9 .3719 -.0004 10 .12652 -.00013 10 .3719 -.0004 
Core rods were measured then r~placed __ in press. -'!!he · n-ext t-en- production· parts-were then measured. 
__ .. ~-· --- . .. .... .. ' 
• L. .. 01.A-~ .. -R_ .... --T 
.j ""l':>!J ... t ..&. 
- --.-- ....... .. ..b. __ .•... 
... 
the differenee between: ·co~~ roq diamete~ !!'),g p~:rt 
... ~ 
- 4 .. 
______ .. ....._.. ...... ,------···-~··,-~-..... -~-----~-· -· .... - ··-
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.• ~:.P . . 
,. 
~----·---~· ... ------
- ·--~ - ·-- --· 
------ __ · =·-=--=· =:-;;;;--~~========== -----·· ·---·· - ---- _,.,,.--------- ------:-=-~~--:--_·- __:_=~----------;-·-----·~~" -· ---- ----------- -----;---~-- ---..-- ----~----~--------=--
' 
- ·-·--· --- -·-. - --- -----
-
4 ' 
' two parts the briquet core rod is larger than the·_ re-
~=-·-· -·~-,..,,..,_ ~=---=----,-,----=-----~---
- • -~ -· • • Q. ---
__ , ______ --·--··--------··-----pres a core rod, while in the case of part 148, the re-
-.Press is larger. This was an intentional destgn stipu-
· lation to facilitate aut~tion. · 
Determination or these differences is the first 
. step 1n t;he design problem. Holding powde.r type constant 
1 
,. 
.. ( see page · 57, 0 Appendices) , a table or graph giving th~ __ 
difference as a f~etion ·of diameter may be established. · 
Tonnage, part thiclmess, ~~-~ ~!l!'t l!~~Jlt, __ ~ho_uld 
- --· 
--- . ··- ... ··-
al so be checked tor their ef'f'ec·t, - if any, on this dit-
f'erence. The geometry ot the part will determine 
whether a tt-st~aight~' hole 1s pressed... The hole must 
be checked immediately after.pressing for-taper, as 
-subse-quent operations will affect it. For example, 
... 
. f: 
; • .JI 
~---·---------,---·--------~,----,·-··-.. ·------·--- _part number 148, Patehet gear, has a taper with the 




~--;,- ~ ·- ·-
---------
---- -- --- ----
------=---.-----:;-------·-----ratehe-t--being-e-.-0001---nrclr--iarger in---diameter than 
the gear after briquetting. The gear is 0.0001 inch ' 
.\ 
. 
·-l1arger'-in -diameter after sintering. No taper· is· pre-
sent after repress. However_, during case hardening 
' the · ratchet becomes O. 001 inch la:rg-er. in diaD!_~t~r_L ____________ -----·--.. ---- .. ~------~--·------·----· __ : __ · ____ .-------- ·- - ---·----~---·-- - . - .. --~-· - ----- ·-···---·-------- ~ . 









-~ ______ ..... r4 ~ -&.---..C---~··· . -.. -~- . \l.x. !:j\~-t..ra.n.~;Jr~t~n-~ L~ at;ams · i 1rom-~·i:ii!~~-eetit.el!ed- ----·;.-~----~--:~----~-~-~~--:::_-~~_:--- . -- -----···-- -···--· ----.-~---······---·-------;-·-:-:~-
. . " .,. 
. 
_ ·~ ___ t~-~0:dl!.. ce~t8E-~"c;! l~tt:i.OB!3 ~--t!ttrtnf ~~~ ~t."!'~~~w:Q,tt ... : - -.. ~ 
Q!!-~ulations fer the taper- are· given· on page ·590£ the 
· Appendices • 
" . -~ ,· . 
- 5 .. 
-- ~ - . ~- - . - - ---- ---· -













- diamete-r is twofold in nature. A necessary condi~ion_~----~--~--·ii ~ ------------·-------··---------~---,-------------·-·--
• ,.,, ., •• ,. •h :'•4"' ......... ~ .. 
, for eje·ction of the part from the . rod is that the part 
diameter be larger than the core rod diameter. This is -4 ~--. 
·" 
---called clearance. ,. Th(! Qpposite. _phenomencm, · s-pr-in-gback, 
eauses t-he part diameter to decrease ,;,nge Qontact with • - ·r··:··· • . 
-. 
·--- --- - ~ ... -, -




-measured- separ-a"&ely, but -only as- -a-coml>Ination effect. 
The. next -step is· to dev,lop information,,. on how capable 
the process is of holdlng .toler~ce wllile forming small 
diameter -h·oles~- This will be elaborated on in the 
,, .• ";' - '•, .- ·1~ .•.. statistical section of the thesis. It is well to point 
out th,t both •pressing~ and repressing are stochastic 
. - ·-------...... ~ . .. -···~----'·~·-·" . - ... 
·processes. That is, one in whic_h a tr~nd exists. 
This is cau~.~g by the wearing. of :t~e core rod. As 
the ':core POO W88FS 1 the .. mean ~ill shift but tne dis-
I ,• •• ._• , .. 
. .. :: . 
-------------'-~~~-------·---~ persion --o-1---th-e- -proce-ss--sno-w:-d-·-remain the -same,·· If. a· / 
core rod is replaced, in effect, the population has· 
-----~-
----
-be,en ehanged. The results of studying this stochastic 
process and 'th'e"'time effect are menti9~f!4 lat_er. , 
. 




_ ~hr~ka~e: o_:r __ gr_o_wth _during-- ~-~~~ ~~~- ~es.int,-~,l"-".an~ ---heat----~~===~==--~~-==~=,====--==-:=::~:-~~~~ ____  r --
,. 




- . . -
----- --------· 
--------------····- . Q~p.metar~ will _also bs. ~h~~li. ~hc.- .. µa.r'\,a on which t~e, 
... 
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.... ,_. ·-·-·· __ ,.,_, __ , .. -· . 
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---- - -- ..,.. -· ·-
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············-······-······· 
-- --- - - --
- - , .. , - ~ --
.: . . _:. ~~~ 
" 
---- ----~= ------- ~- ~--~-----
------. ---
--
..... L '>•. 
-------·-- --- ': 
-\--
proc~sses_.__ _____ TQ_c___shoW--~fect---4.f---these -v-arious -processes, -------
·1 
the data was collected Wl/er production runs. . The · 1 
_______ ~xception to this statement being the blo,ck designs 
- -~ - -~-·-·--
--, .. --------·-· -------------
-· ·--dis-cussed~ under the stati~tical analysis. 
At th~s ___ -PQint , __ contrast-can be-- s'.een----between the --- -- -· -· ..... - \--- .. ------• O L •• -·. ---•••• ,.,_.--,..r·---·""·-· ............ -:--..... ,__.., ......... _ ....... -....... -· 
- -·-·····-··- •.... ·---···- --~--
• _c_c·-- ___ ..... ------------method ... use:a-·-ror tnls- paper·. and a controlled laboratory 
~-----~-------. 
.... - ·---- ___ ..,_____ __ ....:__. 
-~-----·· 
study. Using-actual -~oduet!Gn -sit,uation-s will y1e-1a 
·-·-· ~--- ·------· ---
realistic da.t_a_,__ but, on the other hand, will limit the . 
amount. of variability that can be introduced into the 
prc,cesses • 
. Thov.gh col"~itions have been establi$hed for s-ome, 
time, dat~ on _SJDall hole 'diameters has been limited, . . - -·- . 
. .... \, 
' 
. due to gage restrictions. For the data -on a.1t··--but-t,h.e--------...... 
q.375 inch diameter, a specially designed spring!9-loaded 
... •. 
dial gage was used. The measuring ___ tec~igues used_~ww.i.l.a..-1------:---"--- ---~--- ----· ····-··------::-----~----·--· --------·-----·----·· .-- ----- --·-.. -----..1.-- ···---···---·~--·-·- ·-
--- ------




At this point the original tool design problem has 
,. been expanded into a problem embracing .an._ understanding 
..... _/., ..... e>f, _ ~ron powder metallurgy, statistical analy~i~, and 
. 
--
. -~aging techniques. - A ciiscus-si:oif-of each or theee phases 
_- w1J :.. 'b-6 ififl l ud-ed. 
---
meati-onad prerequisites, 'It wae decide~ that the- re-
'£· 
.... 





- ~ -~ 





-· >--·---·-·----~----. ---··- ·- ····- .... -·- --
1 s the la·st forming operation .. on the hole. 
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., . --_-_' - ··: ~ •. - .. . ·:._;·_ '. ·'- ;· .,_ •... ~- -. _- ... . . .' - ,, . ·•. . 
-
____ .,.___ ',_, ____ .'pivot point: i..) the in~remental difference be~t1wr1~eenAi.r\--------~==c="'~ '-~--- ------------'c 
the bri'quet and the repress core rods and 2.) the 
· increment~l difference between the repre~s core rod . 
------------
· and the -f.inal s-pecification. Once again dispersion comes into play, ~ __ natural --t0-leran-e-e --o-f--the--par-entr~-popu- : 
--~----.~-----~la;;~_¢ 1;he part--must-be · iess than tne ~PE!CitiCatioii~ =--==- ~'--;-.. =--=- :, . ------- _________________________ __._ .. -- --- ~-----------
-------
. 1 ----- ·: toleratrce-tcr'·-avold pi-cic!tiQ!ng ___ aome defective parts. 
r 
-- --~--
This assumes that the process is properly centered and 




• • ' • ~ ~ 1 .• , • 
-
..-. 
' parts will be.defective. 
Tool we~ appears to be very slow. _(..sea.page. ·60,· 
'. 
App~ndices) • Jt seems that diff er~-ee tn· let means, 
because of different eore rods, will cause a greate·r 
dispersion than will tool wear. Proper design, taking 
into account to~l wear, is detailed .in Figure I. 
·- -·-------···-.-- _. ... --· -- ----,;;--··-·.-·"----:- ·r------ - ----~. 
···--'··-- --------- ------------- ---· 
---- ------l Upper Specification Limit ·for Diameter 0.0002" 
,.; 
J~!ti1l -D·esign Diamet-er 
--·-- ' +. 0000 USL - .0002" -.e002 
-· ----- -·. -------· .. _., 
, ____ --·-------·· Direction or wear 
.• 
' . • '""-.i·· --l-. 
Diamet.$r a.t 
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··--· .··- • -
-· •• 
. --.. _.~----~-==------- -- ------------·----
. · - ·· ··· Type- of '"core rod material, powder material, and 
luhrican.t u.~ed- are-prime --factors··--1:n-··tool-·wear ;---~------
' Core rod material is ·usually tool steel or ca~Mde. 
However,· certain stresses built up by uneven cross 
--- ·-···- ,·- · s·ection may limit the use of carbides. Figure II 
.. ··- - . - .,.... · ...... , --·---··------ . ' 
...... : ........... , .. -,-" ·cret·afrs··thls'-'eriect-~ --··---
. 
·--· -·-- -·-·-- .--·-
-- --~---------
_,· -~--- .. .- . .-::- -- .. , . ~~ 
.- ----
._ -- -- .---------------------· -----
- ------ --~ 
---- -- --






... Materials, in orde·r, wit~ regard to wear resis-
t·ance are cemented ca~bid.e, hard-chrome plated tool·· 
steel, high-chrome carbon tool stee~, high speed \ 
-. steel, chrome-nic~el steel, and water-hardened, med-
--------····-----·····-··-
------··-····' 





limit the use of carbides. 
-A -basic d-esign question ls whether the repress 
.A'. . 
.. 
eo-re ro<f should be of a greater or a lesser di~~t@~-----·-·":'._ 
\ 
·~ t-han the brlquet core rod. Unles~ ~P~~i_fied --to~ a 
. particular purpose, the repress core ~~-~ sl19Yl.d be 
-
rod n,nd -art 1· mm.ati-l '!'t .... ,.,., ... h=./:'~~~-;,_ f~-f"f;.\~-'-'•·-~11·, ."'(' .;.-+,.;'-,,'\-:i \...e.-· . QU ~ -'J .,, ..... s,~~~":t.~,,j_·:,J .... -~f_fil!•V-t..',1;,._.;,;.c:.dE:,J .:J.UU'u.&.~-~--. ... . .,._ ... .., -... .....t' . . . . .. ... ·-~--~···-----·-· . - .......... --------··--··--···- . 
- -·· •.. -··- -· . 
--·--·---~.----------------r _______ .0.001" in.ch-- -fer -tii-mtm-ers · up ·to -o~-250- irich·~- -.-th-is will 
1 (, 
- C.G. Goetz-el; --TREATISE ON FOWDER METALLURGY, Vol. I .. 
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. ---~8~\ •....,.3'---f-7.,,....5 ---in-ch-.--To use this clearance,·-tne thiclmess of 
the part m~~~ r.ot exceed· 0.250 inch. At greater 
thic~esse_s, drag on the core rod during· ejection may' 
take place_. ,i • L _ ... 
The impo-F-t-anee e-f being -abl11-··to· p~edi.-ct th'e ·shrinx~·"""-~: .... 
- ----~- - ~ -
-· -~-~---·--·~· --~ ·---~-;;;.:· ... ------- .. - . 
-- ------- --·-- -- -- -
-~-- --·· age· and· growt~_ e~t;ect~ ~-~ n1>!J .. evi~ent. 
---- ----- ---. ----
- __ .... --,,._,,,,.~~-----·--- -,~- -.-, -·.· .. , ,•-· •. ---=---,,-,..-~- .. s'----,- -· 
_____ ________:_,___ __ ··--"-~- __ ... ~.----..!....!..---· --
- --~- ----·-
---- - -- ------ --.--~-~---
\ 
A 
The significance ·or the 0·.001 inch clearance stems 
from a determination of the detrimental effects caused 
... 
. ---~---,--·------~~- t-oo--much or too little cle_arance. The dens~ty of 
the .solid or the powder composition is 7.87 gms../cc. 
_ The specification density for the p.arts., referred te . - , 
a·s·
1 high densit-y powdered·· iron parts,·, is 7.5 gms./cc. 
The significance of this density value is pointed out 
. by Mersereau. ., 
"There is a ___ c_er.tain -C-~it-:te-a.l---ove·ra-l·l···--·--- ~----------------· · --, --·--- ------------"'--~---_:_ _______ ..... -~-----·aenslty ·above~ .. wiiicli.·the case· depth-density ratio . . . ! 
, .. and density difference will always be small :~0~~ :1~~r~u::y i!!~~:o:~:ct~:~ ~:~e 1~·ir:h - ' In the interposer this density value is ?06 gms./cc. This is neither practical.for ~in'tered metal production processing ·ngr iij it necessary for 
--- .. -·-------~·-······-··--·-t-he····fun~tional- requirements of the subject part • 
.. A. §i.gnificant point of interest,. as shovm by divergence of the case depth range measured at the specified 0.093 inch s.~te, occurs_ at 
,, 
7.45 gms./cc. deIJ.sity. This- is the basis for the cqnclusion that if a 7o5- gm~._/cc. overall 
_ 
--:_ __ ~---·: _ -- ---·· - -· ~-c - • -densit.;L i~ ~~~·m:-qj_n~1., . tt'Y.J1~~Hi·~ .r~;-;~,~~~~~i:~: ·1-tH!..tJr•Hil :~ -~:. ~ ··~'·~--·~·c_i,~ ...... __ -;..,-_ ~; _ ;~c~-~"~ ... "'~•.s~,~st...~t.tVd·~~~,1~,:.~{fort~~O:.E!ie~ tiith-in ·a A., 006-0 .J.Jl, o-·--t~ elf ----_- -------- --~-,...,.,an .. _ rai'...,,F4 H-h +--~~ .t] i".---,~;,-4. irr-~~1' ~;jf,i,, ;,.P - ..... ~::.·w·"'"'!.::.rr .. 1·ent ---~:!!.J-:'"'•·";,.; _.,. ........... '!~·"'?: ----4:1 _, ... .., ..... v-.&. ,u~'-''-' "-"• ... , 
. 
... .... .,.. ~ . • .. ..,·-
-~ · .. ,_ ,."I.. 
-• ., 1 L • .. . ,_ • ,~ ,._ . . .. (· ... ;~ ~N'ltr«i.1!',....- .._. 
.... ·ti¥.,,. • ·- •-
'-I' A ~.., a-t- -"ll ~·, ,_ .. ,,.,_ n :-: ..... -. t .. ; .... .f .. 1.;;...;;.· ·,-;... ,t~ •.. , "' -<-...... ,._,__, ........ i :1 e· a· ·,· .... . . 
. 
....,. ,... <t _ .. ~~~~~,~44'f~~~·\} t ..... ~.; ;'1·.··l· ~- !. -:~ .:..:..,.~:.1 ,:.~· ,:..,. 7- • .,...;._:~. v~~',' u !-'~"- ....... • _.1 
-
..... =-~=:.~- _ -. -······ ···----------··· ..... gms./cc O minim~ __ d~r!~rti':~-~was_ . .not--ma-in'G-a-in-ed:. .:. --- ------·-----------------···-·-··--··-·---··-----_ _ -·-· ----:------- ·-----------"-------=~ ---~9""t~r tbat·---t1ie-··greater percentage fall ·b_elow ~ 
- ·-
,____ ·- - --- ---- --·-:-·-- · 7. 5 gms./cc. These stipulations ~re bas:ed on ~- .. · _____ . _, _ .. : .... --~ - -- .t-he-re- ·being n~ c·hanges · in the · sintered metal 
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- sc·hneider b~o~ght __ o·ut __ art additional rac~ concern---~~---~=--------~--. -·------------- ~--
() 
------- --------------- ----
, · ing· the density. · At 7.3 gms./cc. there is interconnect-·· 
ing porosity .in the partf3 ~icn di~appears at 7-.-4 .. gms./--ee· • ..... .. -- ··-·· ···-··· .. ·-·-,,---··--·-····-----~-··· _ .......... ··---··-···········--· ···---·-···· ...... : .. --- ·-'---··. --
However, if subsequent case hardening 1~ to be· d~ne, the <..;- , 
. ---·-------------······· ·---earhon penetrat±on_·--at·-t·he 7-.4 gms·-~1c·c~-- a·eri's"i:ty·,-· --may 
f- --.. 1. ,.. 
. 
·cause brittleness and low impact strength. 
-· (,This d~scussion has broug_ht out the necessity ot 
---~ b9l!ii:n&m.d.~n~it1,- ~rea4C,4~t~s-. -- vi.fteNr1t tseciilnial . - . ..,.- e---- . 
-· 
--c:..:.~·---,-_..,,.,=. 
--· --·aensiti€i.. arE, in.be:rent in every- part It 
-·---------- --· -· - - - - --- -- -- -- -- ·--- -- - - - --------~ ··- ... .. . 
T})ese-local den-
•• 
....._ ... • !!I"*'- s;!!!"-~ - . ,,_ ... 
' . . ... 
- . ...,- ~ - ., ~- -.... "'· .. - . -- .... . - ' ------~ . ~ - ""' ., , _ ..~.. . ·-· "''"'. - . ..... . 
· .. · ~.. Sl.ties must not be too low or the ov_~~all den~~~:t;,_¥-.. lll~Y-_______ ···------···' --···-·- -----·-----------------··..--------
. 
- -- --- --- --- --
-- ----- -- --
---- ------ --
--- --- --- ------- -·-- ·- - ----- . 
-- ' 
,.- . . .. 
2H. D. Mer~~ieau.. "C-ase -- Hard~ni~g.-.. ~~ Sintered · Iron --P~rts" ~ IBM Repor-t, No. 4220. 
- 11 -
··- -• . 
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-----~--~ an-uneven-ca~e _depth. The. ~el'lSity -problem will be 
discussed -~!! both of the foll.owing chapters. 
-·-· 
·' 
'fo obt§:lin proper local densitie-s, __ the 0.001 inch __ _ 
clearance b~tween the reprelis core rod and the hole 
.. --,. .. --·-o·-- --- --
-------~== -=- _,, '"'-"' ~ - ----=-- - -
diamete·r bef<?~~ rtlpreas_ mus~ be mai-n~ned. --1-r--t·ne· - - --------- . . -------------------~ 
- .. - _ .............. --~-
______ .. __ ., __ 
. 
. 
... -eleaPanee i-s great-e·r · tlian ,- .o·. 001 inch> t~er, wi_ll _ha 






- - -- - ----·--
. - "'----- --- ---- --~-- ------
-,: 
· ..... -------------· __ ·· .... cessive -0arbw:-,1~t~OI]; d\ll'ing !i8~f\l"eatniant: On- tile · ······-·······-· ······-······ :; ..... _ ... --- .,. . .. . .. . . ---------- . .. ·- . - -
·,I other hand, a clearance smalJ.er than 0,001 inch will J. builcl up ·the lo.ca-1· density abd_ contri:bute to ex~~,·,1ve 
tool ·wear. Cold welding during ejection may also result. 
It now beeomes clea:r -th~t if the change in hole 
diameter during sinter can b~ predict-ed, a b~ique.t 
core rod of the proper d_iameter can be designed.· 
----.:;,__-~ , ...... , 
~ ., 
··--·· ---~ ·------·-····· --- . -------····----·-· _ .... -----
. . 
---:-··· ----:--~--_:-, __ ..c..:. .......... ...: .. --.·---·---The .other' har-r-·o·i---the p~,rot point problem now 







· becomes evident. Kno~ing the ·ch-ange in diameter during 
t,-h-e operations following repl'ess, the proper .repress·· core 
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·variable is.significant in.magnitude to warrant atten-
tion. For examp~~.t-~ w~ll a 10°F dro.p-~ ~- 4ew 12oint - -
temperature_in the sintering-f~ace change the rate 
. 
--0£~ shrinkage? If lt does, how ~uch? This appro~ch 
must. be taken toward e&:ch va~,i~ble and it_s·_ 1nterac~ions 
w-~th--other·variab1-9s. This provides the common ground ~ 
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~V~ilable were the limi~in~ factors. -Informatlort· - . - --- ----_. . . 
. 
. on -these·irariabl~s .is listed in the Appendices. 
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----The-·-re·cor·der ·ror- tonnage was .broken so--no tonnage 
··- .... .; 
i 
" 
·. __________ ; ,:··/data was available. --· ------ .. : ............... . On all parts studi_~~g, ___ Jiechanical _ 
" . - - --···· - -__ ----------- ----- I 
~--"-'-'-···· ·-'"-~.,~-·-'-- --:----~ .. ------······ -:- '" :---~----~----iri- tlie .-shop. - -~-~·--.= --- - ·,.;;;- -- - .. -·------· 
,. The three · main variables in the heat ope:r~1i_tons 
-- - ·-· - . ·--·----- . - ·- - ·-- - -·· e 
-- ~ ---------------~ - -----------~ ~=--=---:--:~--=--:--are: --"timi, :t8U1P8I'».tllr~ ~ alld -at!OOacpheP&.· .. '!'he ef!f-eet 
-·-----.~ . 
of the time and t,emperature were _studied_ by block 
designs. A complete ·discussio~--~1. tll.§t§e· .desigr1:s _will 
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' ----. _______ ' f AR_'f _HO ----'~-:~QWD~; I-TS VARIABLES,-~!f-S-EFFEOTS-:·--·-·--.  ·-'--· ----·-·::-'" 
Dr. Claus. o. Goetzel 's, Sint_ercast_,Corporatien------~-.,......,,._~---=-~--~------------------· ~ New York University,- Treatise .e!!. Po\tder Metal.lurgy-, 
_Volwnes l and. ll were followed very closel.y for the_· 
interpretation of pertinent met:,allurgicai information. 
His 1-600 page .treatment o:f the subje-et was by- far the-,-· 
information on,, the subjects touched upon in this paper, 
the reader is advised to go to Goetzel's work • 
... . - .--- -- - ---·--. - --
- - --
- - ---Goetz el notes that the succe:ss 0£ a powder metal 
process depends largely on the physical ~haracter Qf the·-
..... \• particle shape and si.ze of tpe powder us~d. A prime· 
requisite of product'ion or powder parts is that the 
pai;;icle size, range, and distribution remain constant,· 
' 
. 
. -- - ,- -----· 
This is the only means by which a uniform product can 
_ ,1, ' . ,. . ' 
. ! 
;:-
b~ ~ufa~tured. On~~ th~s co~-~~~~-~~~! _~as be~!l. --~~!'~-•--------·--·-----~- _. ____________ .. ·_ ---- ,~ ·---------~--·------------------.--•-·--it-· cfan1iot ___ aiway~--b;·-~~-~;pe~;·;ted for in subsequent 
·:~, 
operations • 
. :· ... One of the purest iron powders is el~ctrolytic 
iron powder made from slimes or a spongy· ttature, The 
structure of this powder is characteristic:a11y crystal-
.• 
. 
-line, with the shape being dendritic. 'f}li.s is the type 
,.! ~ 
.. ~ , • ., I I <t ,S 
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. _.: ... .;_~ "7. 
attempts tcf obtain minimum porosity have been -found 
------ - ~·--------------------------------~-~~·····--·--------------------..... ·-
-~~ wanting. ~-
The powder distribution used by IBM indic~tes it - .<;& ... 
- . 
--- - -·· ··-·· 
. 11 a: "fine" p.owd.er, since forty per cent ~a_ )25 mesh. . t • - ·--- . - ·---- " 
The main purpose of a nr1nett powder to produce high 
-- -·_jji 
----
density part$ is the increase~ am~:nmt. 0.r surface ~re~~: ---~ :~-:~-:-~-~~~-~-=-~~~-~--- --~-----~~:-: . - ----..-·• ·--- ---·- ··- ---- ---- ---·--- --------- -------- -- - - - ---~~ ----- . -
- -- -- ··-·-, Thill jJtabl..e.s the "'briqueta-to- --have eens~i-d&Pabl-e co..- " ~:C~- -·- _::~,- -~-~~~'"':~~~~ --::_-~~,-c,cc.c-~ . --,~~'. 






• hesive strength since particle shape was dendritic. ,. 
Thi-~ larg~ amount of --eontae-t area causes· an ~ere~~@ ___  
in interparticle friction during pressin~,-which in 




· file heat; thus generated improv·es the plasticity of the 
-~-d~v-1~1 particles which W-iil furthe!' inerease t,he-
interparticle friction and add to the strength of t~e 
briquet. ...... •, 
---- ---- ------------- ____ __.. ___ --
_____ Go.etzel.notes that- the larger···tne·---partfcle -surface 
-·-··'"····-·-···-·-·-···--·-----------..--------
.--------- .-- . 
area in a given space, the greater is the amount of air 
-bto:rbed. - DUl!ing .. eampre-ssion, severe disturbances may be caused_by,the tendency of the air to -escape in planes 
perpendi_cula~. to the axis or applied p~essu~-e. · Laminar 
sectioning in the br~q~ets may result. This ~~~aping 
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~~-----·----···---·---·---·'·· -·---· 
operations, espe9tllly s intering. 
_,:_ ____ --- ---------
-______ --_Rax~im.um.pore--si.-H- is--of---cornnde·raol·e-·1mpo-~t-an_c_e :_:-------------- ___ . _____ _ 
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--~------~---· --- ..... . : .. --- -~~~-- -
---- -----------.../~-~-----
/ ---.--------- --·------ --. ·------:--~-~--~~~~~=~:-"'=7.~~---- _- -·. ~~~Qfiis-uJi."~ari~-;:=S~-:foreeac1iuring o•sintering- ---------- ---··---:------.--:-·- ···_ .... _.,.--~---·--- · ..... c-c-.. _. _-... ' .. _ _.-
aftect the closing of only smal1 and uniformly shaped _ . . 
. -----·---------------------··--··-··--··------------------ -
- --- ---- -- ------------------
----
-------------pores. This ·gives a."lother reason for the desirability·-~ 
f 
of a- "finett powder·. It can now be seen tnat-- tner ·aa-- -------__ ·-- ······-------··--·- ( 
h.$Siona1 forces between. touching ·part"icles become _ very .. 
r 
.-
. important •. I£ tche bond between: -the ~r-tic~es ai'ter 
· S inter~g is St~Ol'!g~_r __ 'tba.n the ___ c_ob_e_si_ye __ s:tl!length, W'i-tftin==·c~c-=~-:--=·- . -




~-- part--ie-1-es themselves, the st-rengtrh or 't~ par~ in- -
,e ~ ' 
-
-··- ·----. -------.- ··-· -- + 
------··-------- --powde~- ( i-.e-. -oo -the rat-i-o betwe-en -surrace ·- aria. un1.t. ~-------- --· -·-···-··-·---··---- ------------- --------·- -~ ~: $ 
:, 
weight)-.---
' Particle shape . is n~early as -important as particle 
,,., 
- -
· distPibu'tion. Irregularities in particle shape tend to 
. 
.. increase por--0sity. This effect increases as the shape-
be;omes more needlelike. The dendritic shape of the 
electro_l_ytic iron is characteristically tree-like in 
···-----·-· - -------· --
-- -----------------
-····---------·--·----·-----···----·-·---·--------ftt-ructure.-·-··-·The·- ct"ena:rrt·1-,f-sliape .. -has ·a superior molding 
quality due to the abund.ance of c;o_nt.act: areas. 
The next· powder variable i·s apparent density. 
,Goetzel defines apparent density as the mass neces,sary 
to fill·.a given die cavity compl.etely. It is usually 
-------~-· ~-----·-···--···------· 
ot powder. 
........ c"~ - - ------------- - - ··---
---------- - =-- ---=-~~- -. _________ :_~~ -- - ···- - - -=··-- .... -~~-~ _· ... - -- ------ --- -------~~--~-
- -·· ... ·-------·· 
- ~ - -- -. ---. ·-·· -· ---- - ~ ----- --- --- -·----- --- -- -- --
A_p~~t Ji-Silaity is . 0£ illl~c~ both . the press... ~- ··· 
ing and the sint-ering prooese~s. In ?®St br'iquattiug .. ---~----· -·--·------·--··"'-- --··· - -
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 _..,....---i ____ I_f the presS----0-perat-e~-t-<T- a ·definite --stroke-~-the--pres- --- J, 
--- -- -sure can be kept co~stant- 'only if the apparent den-· 
.. -
-
sit y does no-t- change. . On the---:o'th-e-r hand,--- rt· tne --j5ress • 
0 
' operates to a definite -pressure, consistency in apparent 
·-·.-;·::-:-· --· 
. 
···•· -- ···- . -- -·--·. •. 
- .. 
I 
density is necessary .to ensure briquet$. of eq:9!! __ ., bJ~.ight. .... -----~------~---··-7·-c'~··"··------·-c·cc~c~ ~. 
-
.• 
_ ~- -~ .: .......• ,..-----~-------
_ ---: 
_ 
- ..• _ .... •·"'_--
·cec· 
_____ . .,' · · " 1 
--·-c=----~---~---=----~--------·ttn1]!inessl"~---~~~It the apparent density c111not_ be eontr-el-- _ ~-: _________ - - ~ ; 
. 
-- -- .. - . i 
• -,_!';"'" 
_ ·_:_=-:;~:_:_-:--led-, then ~ae---F~-s will ·tia:ve to 'I:?.~- _adjust-ea for the 
Both the above paragraph and IBM personnel intimate that a relationship exists between weight· and thickness --... 
of pa~s pressed ·on. m~chanical presses~. -This correla-
tion could not be found. For these calculations, turn 
-------- -, t·o page 61, Appenciic-es.--- ------· ----- --·---------









~--------···-· ----···--······ --·--·- .......... ,-··" 
·' 
-of flow of a powder is of considerable importance 
wh-e!!ever large scale production proce~ses depend upon · 
rapid filling of the dies. Since feeding is accomp:J..:L.sh-ed: by volumetric mea-sure, rapid and un·i:Corm flolf ts a 
----~·-.P"=""_tie.f.·_-~&'4ri.~=Ww- l·~t.fnt -1 p6wne~---n~i~tas-1arge a per- _ 
. -centai:te ar very ".fine" powder, it tends to h~ve a .poer 
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.. f M't. NO... 3 ..i .-PRESSING- <--- _:___ ----· -- ·· ·Q ,_ · · · ~ -~--=~ :·:·.:-:. . . ~ 0 -' - •··-.. . . . .. 
-
. ' . ... ·;. ·---- "'-~" ---. . : . 
----:------------------------· Electrolytic iron partieles show considerable re-
silience in compaction. ~ow mu~h. ,pressure or tonnage 
. ,.>------
·• 
-. ·O:: '._.{ 
- --------- --, 
---~--
---· ··/, --------must.-be used to obtain a· certa~ d·ensity has usually 
-- ---· -~------·-- •.. --------~ 
--- -- -----
- . been arrived at by empirical D'!~~ho(ls_._ _____________ ----------------------· ·------ ·-·- .. - . 






___ - •. . • . n_ - ,)_quest.ion-.-----· -Mr- -Bal--'-shin·' after . many- such "'~tudies ,_ -arr1-ved ---·· . ----.,-------
-·-at th-'e conclusion that if the height and relative vol-
ume of the compact· decrease in_ an_ arithmetical pr-o--__ L·-- --• • •••• -•-••-•••--•' - ------- s----•s,••-• • 
. 
-· ' 
,, gression, _tben the . pressure must increase geometric_ally. 
He ~pressed this relationsbip by-the equation.4 
lo_g p ; LVr +---G------------------------ .. -:-----_---------------------- ~ --- -·--- -·- ---·- ----·----------·~-~ ~ -
---~------· 
--~pere p is the- pressure, Vr is the relatlve volume, 
and L and C are constants depending upon· th_e nature ot 





-----··------~ --------'-"~----~---·,-·-···-··-'c·t,h-e--mapi·-r-ac·~~rs-affect'fug--pressure are the degree of 
----. dispersion, the particle slfape, and the composition. 
Studies have also shown that because of the nature . 
-
' , of the pressing, a g.el'.lsity maximum exists on th-e· top 
or _on the bottolll wor both on a. individual part. This -
- ---···---·-----------
---------·-----
. ------------- ... depends ·upon the method Qf ~p_plyuig ___ the press-we. In 






I ...., ---. . ... 
--. .. •• . 
- me hyf>'erbolic qyrve s~QWP -~ i'igure IV gives an-•_:- -
..... ~-------- ...... 
. 
. ··--·· ~ - - . . -
... •·-···· . :' 
_ ax~~~i~e_ntal rel.ation~ht.p hAi;~~r q.~~~~-~1,y __ a!\Q pre.ss~~-~-~=-==·===----~==~=~= --- -- - - -- -- - - . --- - - -~ ------- -- ------- ---··--- --., ---- --- ·----- -
4 ·M._ Yu Bal' shin, VESTNIK I~ETALLOFROM, 1938. _ : .. ~- .. ·- ·-. -· ., 
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' for purified, sort electrolytic 
FIGURE. IV 
can be seen 
-Moreover ., 
that the pressun 
very.high. pressure~ 
iron 
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----·---::--------:--~----:-------------:-::::::; .. Gbetzel defines siritsring as the mechanism by· 
.) .,_ __ 
wh~ch solid bodies are bonded by· atomic fo_rces through 
. 
. · the application of pressure and/or heat.· I~ represents 
• 
· _.the fundamental process ot powder··nretallurgy. 
~~~·:::=:=~ ~ ~- ·. ··. _ ..aitPl'e .plll'.S.Uing the heat ·processes-,·· ~t ls -~~~~~~!l_rf ~-==-~: _______ _ . ----~-- --- --to-·Peview the iron ... ca:roon diagram- so that certain cri--
l, • 
-
tical temperat·ures are evident. Reviewing the powo,r 
.· -_- ·specificati~ns shows· that- the max~um permitted carbon 
is o.·05 per cent. The "irons" portion ·of. the. diagram 
should be referred· to for proper interpretation. See 
-Figure -v. 
Powder particles have both a repulsive and·an 
attractive force both of which are dependent upon the 
atomic distance. Increases in ~empera.ture help the 
----- .,- ·--- -----··--------------··-·-------------~ 
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-------···-- -- -- ---- -attrac~ive rorces-of-cohe-sion-~o_-_Q_!lt;eigh ~be repulsive 
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t'h·e temperature ra11ge pt which recrystallization becomes .. :; 0 I 
- evident. 
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-~1.1rfac_e tension forces apparent-1-y····constit·ute an 
important factor in causing shrinkage and in aiding the 
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A If two particles form contact at sufficiently high 
, tempe:rat-ures-1 th.e . atoms. -1n the surface layer become so 
mobil~ that they enlarge the- contact ~rea, th~reby ~-
D bein..g grouped into one of the differently oriented 
latti.ces. Usually this lattice th-en grows ·at the expense 
of the oth~r. This inter-change of atonis is called ':'. ,.;.;t 
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~emperature, Qth~r :f'~ctor~ being held constant,·: sboul~ - '" 
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:initiate further -sintering, until like time~ a satura-
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rn· the sintering proce$s, time and temperature act 
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. the be~ter the mechanical coherence-of the briquet for 
a giv·en· temperature; the higher the temperature the . .. • . 




--.... --- ----·-·ever, the effect of time gene'rally becomes less marked 
at very bi-gh temperatures. 
A The increase in density or a ·briquet by high temp-
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\ about by a reduction of the pore volume of the mass and 
with it, the overall vo1wne:. Shrinkage is due .. to -the ... 
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· steady decrease Qf porosity due· t_o the temperature and 
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rate. Both the rate of shrinkage· and the total shrink~ .. , . · 
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age are_ greater for "fin~'' tha.t1 for "coar~e" PQWde~s. . 
Next to tL11e, ternpe~ature, and powder dispersion, 
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rate and_the total amoWlt or· shrinkage • . --· ----·-
-- __ ._. _ ___;..._ .. __ --5-----.-
----.~----~---------·----.. ---~·Ror-:the- ··trrose ·-pa:rt,----the -·Iarger --·the~amount of water 
vapor in the reducing· atm6sphere, the larger is the 
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. 
amount of shrinkage. Reference will be made to this 
fact lat~r in the· diEJcussion of the block . designs. 


















. -· tem_perature., mea-suremen_t C}_f _tp.e aillO_llllt __ o_f_ water-vapor 
in the reducing atmosph~re, to decrease during the 
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' .. 'Finally, recryst&llization phenomena within and 
between the particles- may· ·effect shrinkage., -·especially·, . ~ . 
at higher te1t1pflratwes ... 
- Gas evolution may i11hibit the formation of sint-e-F 
bonds_ but ~!ll .. ilot be discussed further here. ). 
" 
Goetzel sµmm~rizes his discussion on shrlnkage 
with this _ _p_re~_autio_nacy __ np_t.e-. .. --- Although the afore men~ ~., 
tioned general rules apply in most cases, each metal-, 
"", __ and--~ilfle-s each powder shipment will re-q-uire spec-
ializeci ~ll.riplcage control, ana 'the i'aet that problems 
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---·- -u-r this-nature have been successfully overcome _ _. in ce_r~ 
tain fields does not pe~mit the conclusion that this can be achieved i,r· every case. 
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0 to avoid oxidation·, or. other such chemical contamina-





growth. Hydrogen is the most effective gas for this 
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. . of hy~rogen often ·:tnhibit_ its use. Dissociated ammonia · 
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. a, 
~.-.c~----:-·-·· ----~ia-_o.ften use-cl-in -its p-1-aee.---'--·All -sinterirtg· ancr re.sin~ 
. · tering studies were ~ne in an atmosphere of diss?ci-
_ated_ammonia. 
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R.E. _ Smith did a thorough study te determi-ne the 
relativ~ effects of a dissociated ammonia a~mospper_e, 
"'"--·::.-:-·c--::·-.~-~----~---------- - ------- ---:--:-.cc:.· E. 
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-~------·~--- - -~· ·co~ared. to ,the .. usv of an endothermic -a~mosph·ere •.. 
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-- ----- -- -His- results showed a greate~ stability and less dimen-
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- sional spread on the parts sintered 1.p_ <:l_;~~QQ_iat.e_Q __ _ _____ - .. 
----·- ... -- -- - ammonia • ---··----------- ------_ ........ ·---··---·- >,........_ ____ ....._--4--- ·--lies-s earbon' plus El' bet-ter· de.fined -case depth 
after heat treatment J was . present 'in ·the.·. parts . sintered 




------Fw oons.i.d-erations of the :relative---costs or- ~r!t~ 
,· different atmospheres, the reader is referred to an 
article by Slowter. 8 
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Repressing causes.the part t-o--be- condense and· 
" hardened. The repressing-pressure may \f'ary from being , 
th·e same as the pressin.·g pressure to being about 100 - -
' 
:P,.r- cen,t as great. The discussion of the design problem . 
. 
br9ught out that the repress core rod should be· smaller -
. 
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l, .. --- c-
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_'l'bi.S _carL take pl.ace -only with-·--a-· cl"ecrease in thiclmess. 
_The effect of this limited degree of plastic deformation 
•\ on the structure and physical pr-operties or the part is 
not insignificaJ1~. 
The shape Qf the particular pan will ·a1so be·a 
factor. Irregular· cross· s_ectio~Jt Qr nan".!11n1 form-density--~----- . 't . --. - ..... "-···-· ,_ - -·---~---- - .. -- .. . - ... - . 
. ' 
may cause distortion,. localized ~_h_ri_nkage.,.. __ or -gr-GWt--h--- -- · ----- ---------------------- ----· --··-· - -------- ---~-------- -· ·----·~--... -----·--
. during sinter. Refitting of the part into the sizing 
..... ··~·. ... . ... 
1, ~ ..... ., Jf/7' .• ._.·11~ 
die may t~-~~ become a problem. ~11@_ product.ion ~~--s- ------
-·~-~~~ied use the same die £or repress as fo:r p:ress, only 
-····--··-····-··· 
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' location, s1ze1_J~-~g~h1. ~d _design. -- - - - -- ·---~--- -·-· -- . -- . 
-- -Tlif! "feinaining_ -prob-lem_ deals with preventing 
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rod bind.s dur~g _ ~j~~_t_ion,· w,-rp'-ge and distortion m1y ' ~- --~-
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--:_parts •. ·The mean and standai-d- .deviation were-·calculated 
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--------CC: t each such--lot. Results-oY-such calculations are . 
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shown in Tabl.e II. 
Part · Proc. Dia. Sample No. of ~- Mean 60- - Lot No. (in) Size .. Readings (in) 
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ings, each with the part in a different position, we~.e 
taken for each part. 
•,r~·. . - exemplified on page 63, Appendices. The.'. reason for_ .... ~----·~ -- - .----~-- · . . ---- ----- .) -·---- -- ~----·----- ·-----. 
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________ ---·:-:- --,:- . anoe •-
the accuracy of·the_~tandard deviation calculation. 
A different gage was use~ ~-- meas\l~ing part 148·. 
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variation-between diameters. A review· of the data shows 
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-=~-~~-- ---:-~=~=--=---=-:=·~==--- -th-e-=~:-ff--ererice_- -in-=-mea-suT:i:ng· -f;Efclmiques·-11~-f,- ~E>_-~-~-cs-lgni~---~~--:_-_ -.- ----_____ -;i 
,·· 
-ficant if the sample size ~sat least fifty •. -
- -------------·---· 
--- . ' 
· The last -column d~?-c~b_es the 1ot •. It is _m~rely _to --- 'tii 
-












If th~-sample- -was tak-en ___ fro~- -one- p~;;~~~--,-p;~d~-~ti~~~ -- ---- - --- -- .----- ~~ 
---
-
-- - -- ---
- - - -- - --~ -------- - - --- ~~. 
-----~--~--~~=~- - ®ring _a s~g-1.e--dayts- Pml- and fr<?_~_ 'the- same----eore --rod,-------
-- - -- -
-----· .. - -- ~-
-.--- ·---- -· -~ .. --- ·-----. it was defined as homogeneous. If the lot ·w::ts ta·ken 
from a production lot covering an unknown period of 
time and origin, it was defined as heterogeneous. For 
protl~ction process-es- •. -1;he latter c~r:tes ~ the more im- -
-
portance. ·Heterogeneous samples will tend to increase 
-- ···-·-=·-··· ·-···. -.~ -- ---- -·· ....... ·····- - '·--·· ------ -- -
-----.-----· 
. -
-• --· ~ -- -~--·· . _ _..__,. 
i~ 










------·· ··-- --- ------~--·---- -·--···- -~---- -·--------------· -
- -- . 
,--- ------
----------·-·tne natural tolerance, thus giving a more repr~sentati ve 
_:_ -·- -- -- . ·_ - -pi-et-ur-e -f.oF· a ·normal produ-cti·on run-.- · --- · · ·-_----· --------- -- --·- · -----------·--· --~---~-----------· -·; ·--- -~ 
To obtain maximum practical ,valu~ from the data, it 
_________________________ was ~~!~~cl_ to pl-ace the· values in tabular form---s-bown 
in Table III. The notes accompanying this table .point 
out--- preeaut\on_~ry ·.measures to be obeerved before d.raw~-
ing conclusions. Such a· complicated chart _is haFaly of. 
practical use. The practitioner will find Table-IV, 
-- ·--··-·· -
--- - ··- - - -·-···--








.,..-----______ __.. __ 
·------ ---------· 
_·-s_ontfenitd from_ T~le III-, ·prscen-tiitg t!te'values~n ~ -
,,_ 





- ~ -+--1U • -, ~ ----7 -~ -- ...... ~- ~ -~ 
,.,m-•···-·· . . -~· _ ,..,.,,.._. _,., ....... .,... ~~ - . - -
-
~ ...... ,Y. 
_,. 




----. ~--------:_----------"'------~=::::·=----:·_ - ' - -~=am~ cuange&-:-c~ween- pJ!-0@@:8:S:ee----are tns -maa.-------, 
Ji~IF-.,_"· .\i. .. _____ 




interest of the core designer, so.far as, the ~tatis-
tic,al analy~~~ is cqncerned. The calculated means for 
~-
- - ·- - ----- .. -------A_- _____ , __ .-:::.-::._ ------- -
------- -----: __ , - ~----3-~---- - -. -----
- - .,: . ·- ........ ·-- ---· - .... --- .. - ·-· -~-" .. 
--
- -·. 
: --------:-· ·:·· 
- --·· ---··- ·- -----.--. -·-----·--·-·---··----···-·----·"-·---·-·.--------··---·~-···-·· -·~--·--- --·-
. 
--~---· - ··--·--·····--··-···-··-··. ··-- ·-·-
--·- ··-- -L ___ _ 
-
- _._._~~---- -·---·-----· ··-




. _____ .:_:_ ________ ------------. -
' .- :r . • --~---- -- ---> --- -
~-'--~~ J - -~---- ~~-~.  . -~--_--_..__ -·-----=--===-------~-
----·----·--·------··--· -·· - . - . ··----~----
~~-
-------· ··----------· -- --·- ·----r-,--------. -------- • --- -·----- ·. ---------------· -
.. · .. · £or the .data taken for each. process were used in 
~-- ·-· -~-~-=--------·-· 
.. ./ 






·-~-· .. ---· 
________ _j 
Part Dia. 
- No. (in) Briquet - Sinter ·Refress Resinter Heat Treat 
391 







- __ : _ -t~ ,91 -
.156 
(in) 









.00077 · .---~~00148 · (-,9) (-,5,8,10) 
• 00095_ _ __ _ • 00168 
_ _ r1.;---,;1119l · fi-,-,~, 3-, 4_,10-l -
- --' 
-- --- ··--- -·------·-·· -------- -- _..:-==:::::=---·· ---- ···--- ...... :...: ..... --------- -tx,1:-61-···-- .00035 
-tx:-,-10) .00686 {x,2,lOl 
- .00039 1-4S - .375 .00090. (x,9) 
• 001,1 (x,9) (~J_Q,9J • 00)34 · .-66662 {l_1 x_,_J_,_6 ,7,_9}. {x,.2,-4-cJ6,9l -- --· ·- --···-··· ..... ·----.-· ··--••s •••"< ---••••••••• •• ••• ,__ - -·· 
' 
Meanings- of terms in parenthesis: 
l sample size less than 20 
- '1 based on three readings per part at predesignated }&S.itions ... 
x tr b~sed on -two readings per part, .max. and min. 2 heat treat sample not resintered 3 based on block design data 
_ _ _ _ __ .. : _________________ 4_ -heat. trea-t-e-d in---·batch type furnace 
·5 __ heat treated in continuous type furnace 6 repress core rod had ~~ _inter_fere.nce .fit ................ -"··'···········--.. ·------~ ·-·-.·-·- - -7 not a production o·peration at present 
. -~ 8 variation introduced b.y a mechanical process intro- ~ duced bet't'1een ·resinter and heat treatment 9 . (I'· ba.sed on a homogeneous· l2t·--··· 10- cr·based on a ·hetergeneous lot 
Note: Out-of-roundness is automatically includ.-ed as part of the natural tolerance. It has been 
--included ~1ithout regard for geometry or loca-tion of maximum or minimum diameter • 
..... _ - - ~--------·- --~· -·----~- __ , .... ____ .~. •' ....... -::... ·----~-- - ·-·· 
.. - .. j-al}le o..f· lJ~twal TGl,r-ano~--e . -~~--~- ~ _____ ··- -:-. 
. -----· - --------· ·-----··--·--·--·-- -···--· ... --·- -
--·· -
. - .. -- ... ··- . ' 
---- -------. 
----------
. - ---·-- -·-· ·- -----:-::::~.- -- _---.-----,,,. - ·--------" ·_------ . ..,._---· ·. 
-·----
- - . ·-
-------------- ---·-·----·---------- --_ --. ·---· _:-_ --· .. ·::· _____________ ,. __ 
-- 36 .. 
. --- --- --- - --- . ---- ··-




-·-· -· -·-- .. 
- ;~I'· ~ · .• -::· - •. --; .· - -
- - ··--·· -
----- - . - .. ·--· 
- . - --------· -··- - -- ·-~;:.:..~-· ....... -·· - -· - ----- - -· .... . 
·--- ... ·-
.. ---·-·-- ........... -··----· __ .. ___ --- __ .. ____ L·. - ----. -- -------.. . -- ---. - -
-- -
-""·--··------,-··· --------------·- --- ·--- -- --··------
·---- -
-------------------~-··· .. 
----- - -----_---__-:.:~=--------- - - .- . -• ---- . . -- . . ---~---· -~--=.=z. =· ==~~:'.::_-:_____~---~--~----------:--__:___---'----
-----------------. 
·--- ~-------
--- .-... ·-------------~= --=-=.c=-~-----cc--==-----::cc..'::--=::=-==--'----=--=--.:...~-..:..::·_•----··--------::-- ------- ---· ---·-- -·-· -·--- -....:.,=·-·_:--. - .. -;- ·: 





------ ------------ ----- --
·Part. Dia. 
No. ( in) 





















.0008 ~ .0015* - . 
.0009 . 
.0006 




. '. . 
. 
. 
. ... - --· 
--· 
. 
-- -· -, -----·- --·-----,----------·--- ·--- ---,- ~ Signi-:Ei-eant -Process -e-apabilitles ·ror--Prea.uctiQn Proc_et~]!J_-------:~=~~-- _ .... , , __ ~_, ·:: -::::: __ .-,--,.-~ ::.--· ,---'•::~·· - - . - - --
. ;i~, 
I• TABLE IV 
The Tables. II ,III, and IV show in" _chart form the 
development ef infeFmation ·which may be ~compared from · 












Rep, tR~~~ )-If~'l', _ 
----- --.-· --a 





148 .J75 -.00125 +.0007 
.0000 -
Readings to nearest 5 X 10-5 inch 
-··-·----Diameter ehange·s During Processing-
. ( using same data as Table IV) · _ 
TABLE V 
At this point the derived equations from the ex-
... itrimtxt.tal block designs were used to make up a table 
-- .. .. -- ---· .. 
- -- .. 
-
-- ----·-----·-·-------------------·· ·- - ---·-- . of calculated diameter- differences between proce~~es, 
The actual ~nd the calcUlated may now be compared, A 
-:-; . - --- -- --- ... . 
- ~----
-- ' 
·_ --~-'-----'---··-·='",-·-:·:=,----c.:,.::BilfBplet~•~~:-Cffl---,tl\e-· bloei:----ies1gis==wi.1:l----1,e-g1ve~-------··-·- .. ---.. :::::::~-c::=---- .. 
-




. . " 




- __ 7 ------·---·-····-···--···------·-···-----:--···---···· . . 
• ••-••• •-•-• -.-• 
-- -
--- •H ..::::.-- -·-.----~-•- • ••.:::-•• ...:::::: •• _: - =•-• ____ ._--,..--. __ ___.:.-...:._ ... ~-~-·--••••" •• ••• • --·-•-•·---=--·- •L"'-' • • • • • -
- .- ••- ·--------•-••--•·••~ :_~---
•••••••••••:_-: .-•••••••• •••-••-•~•••••••••.:.:. · .. -.-· .. ---. ·.----. ·-··-······-·····--- ...... _.-· .. -.-..... _-. -···· ··---···---- -- · ... -···-··--·---- ·-···~·-=~.:..:.:.:_..:.:::_ .. -- -· -: . --~~~ __ ·. _----:-- -:::.-:==~7-.::-·-:---·- -· 




____ ·---····---:,=-r-----~---::.:..---- ____ ·: . ...,..-,r.r·~-•-··--:::1r-·- --:=-=--~----=- · ----==- - . 
- ---- ~.---~-- ----· - ----=-- - ___ :.---,------;;'·-----:---~---~·=-cc----- -- .. -- -- -==-==---~ - ---
-- -- -
~--
" ·- -:---- ----· -:·. ··-
~===·=;--=~ ---=-,-cs-
Fart Dia. ___ Dl-.f£erence Difference Difference .. Difference 
. _, 
------ -No. - Briq.-Sin. ·Repr.-Res~ Repr.-H.T. Res ... ff.T. . ' 4 . 
. 392 .125 ---· 00015 --- -- - ----~003- -- ------ ------------- --- -- --- ----- ---- -- -.1'800---- -- - ----· ------------- ------- -~ --- - 391-----;1,2;-- -.00045 
-.0002 · +.00005 
··--------··-······ 
148 .375. -.00175 -.ooos ·+.00025 
Readings to the nearest 5_ x 10-5 inch. 
. 
_ Diameter Changes During Processing- at Normal Conditions , ( based on equations in Table XI) 
What in.fer,~gee might. be.. drawn &r-em Ta-ble-s--ff, V, · · - --· -· ·-· - ------· . 
and VI? .... Briquetting, as a process, appears to _}?~ 
better for small holes ( i.~. 1/8" dia.) of uniform 
. thiclmess around the hole, than for diameter of larger 
size (i.e. l/8" -dia.) and of unequal ~hiclmes~ ·11.roµrJ.d 
the hole vicini~y. Size or geometry coul-d be -~he major 
fa.ctor, but it can be co:ncluded that between one-
eigth to three_-eighths of an ~ch, the ;a_r_ger- th_e ·.dia-.. - ·---. ~-- ·---····-·-·-···-
,___'.-•• • - -·- •r 
---
----
- ---~·-··---- ... 




"--~-·meter;· the larger will be the natural tolerance qf th·e 
process. Sinter also seems to indicate that the large.r · 
diameter has a greater dispersion. ~~ l;~!'g~!' diameter __ --····-. -
. also shrinks more for a constant sinter rate than does 
ei.ther of the_ two smaller diameters. · - Repress app~~r~ · 
·-
to-··be a "tignt" process regardless of hole diamete_r for 
- the range in question. Since gnly ~9?.!!! part i.s norJP..ally _ . ,,, ~. '· 
_r,;esintered; ng gen~l.usion.s- will ee ~-advanced -on-this · 





mined cap~l:li.l-·tty. -SO -i'a~-as--t-his -study ~----J?~-~dl~~. ----~"--~--~~--~~-~~~-:--:-7---· --------------------Various· results or shrinkage a.nd growth have· been· ob'tained. 
--~ '-_· ~\1:~-- -
._-.•. ,.· 
- .JS_~ 
-··-------------··---·---- ··-·· ---------··---· ---




... ·-·-··· ---.- - . -- --- -
. --~----· --------· 
··-. 









. '!'he :ll&e -:O~ .t.he---derived-equations is recommended due . ---------------
to the. control exercised during this _p:ti_~-~~ __ of __ da_ta_ _________ .:_ _____ .__. ______ ---







------- - - ---· -
,11 • collectlng-~ Table ,,~, based on such. equations, ~n-
-dicates a very smqll change in diameter due to heat 
_;treatment. Capabilit-y of the heat trtl~tme~t proc.ess . . 
to hold a. parti"cular tolerance mighi.;_be,, the obJ~~t or ______ ------~--------·- - ----------
----------
--~------~ a future study which would _s_upplemen-t thi-s ·report;-
____ ______ _ ______ Aa._a mat.t:er .. of-.- contras~-and- -hi-st0c~i~~---i.Jl\e__re:~~t:~-~-----'--:--:'~~---=~----·--=·~".'.°-·· 
--1~ we+r-tC> rere~c t~-~ ~~1cle that ap~~ar~d -i: the 
-~---- ---
-·----·--·-··· -=----~-
.. -- - I 
-----------·:--------- 19_58 Metal Powde~ Pa-rts Symposi~-~-pers- coil:eo-t.&i-·by 
the ASTE. Frank J. DeMaine, presented an article 
entitled "The Effects of Structural. Part Design on· 
,. 
-
' Tooling for Sintered Metals Fabricationnl2. The fol-
~···----lowing· ~igures are .. taken from this article. 
,,-
HoJ_e .Diameter 
·uP. to 1/8" 







* .002 ! .001 
!: .0005 
__ increase- .ooo-5•/1n. .. -· -· -for every 1/8" inc·reafe. in diameter 
. TABLE VII, 
----·- -·--- --,---· - ---·----··--------------~~--






















~ - 12 F~J ,--~~11-ei\lfafne, METAL FO~~J)ER FAR.1·s S.YMF()S!!ffl - .i~, ,-··~ - ~.,.. ;;~ -~ .. ~4-~-~~· ,~~~ - _.. @1'' _ 4• .... .. ~1!Tb$. Ei~~~~of ··t}t~t.taut-~Part DeS1~:son p Tooling 
. 
. 
for· Sintered ?~etals Fabrication" 
--~--------·-···----:-·--·~ 




-··-··-·- -· --·· a.-•·----··--- -- -- • 
' 
--------· _ ___..:.~.·--·-· ---· . 
- ·- -·--
---·-.----· ·.--··- ·--- -.-:;-. 







,· ........ , ..... - .. •-·-···· 
--
. -~ -
- ---- --~ .. ·: ... :::...,.:..· __ . 
~---- -~- ----~-:_-__ ---__ - --
--- ·-·-·-----~- ----------------··--------







 iiiiiiiii_~--'_: _______ --··-..;-.... -·· __ -,.-.--_--~, ___ .-----~ 
,. 
... 












-- - - __ ,------
·-==·===:=::::::=-:-:-cc·--=----·- .. --- ... --- --·---· . 
__ . \ 











_ ___,.L __ _._..._ ___ --~------·-----
.-,,..-----~---
' -
--~---::::--:-c- . . ) 
-- - ~sion .· of-these--f-igures in~o- -- °f,hi···--t-e-rms -U$e<f-Jin 
--' 
------ ---
.. --- - -···· - ----
'l'able·IV will_result in the following: 
·-- .. ,. - - -
-~- -~---··-· 
------------· 
Hole Diameter (~ches) 







Natural --'f-0lerance _( in) (approximation of the disper-
_sion aft.er_proc.ess-;\-ng) · · 
.• 006 
- ------------ ---·· .. 
.004 
--- --···· ------;-002 - ------~- ------------------ ' 
--------
-- - -~---- -
• 500 
-.025- _- - ---- -~--- __ .00-1 
> .001· .. : -~_:· . . -,.-__ ·-=- -· -
--:. .. - --:-: .... .. ___ ---- ~--
-----. 
-------=---_---_--------::--:r,;; -- ~---- --- -------· ---:.~- - ------------ ....-----~ 
Interpretation or the above indicates 
that the abili.ty of· a proc·es·s to hold tolerance ir:lcreases 
with.increasing diame~er·up to one-half' inch, at which 
point the tolerance capability then decreases with 
--·--- ___ ..:., 
-
---
r-urt1ier increase of diameter. 
The present IBM tolerance standard states the fol-
.. lowing: radial dimensions on small, high den.sity parts .._-
• 
I from electrolytic iron can. be held to ! .0005 ineh. " 
- - ---
The p~9ce$S capabilities in Table· IV s·how a f.ayorable 
. 
- .. ··- ··--··-····~-- .. comparison to th..i~ fi.~re. 
---,--- -From .an article by Koehl~r.and· -Smt-t-h !if-the same_ _ --- -
------- --
..... 


















. . -· ~---··-·~ 
- - -----
-------.......-~-
!'Seven ,~as:~s experience in powa.er metal 
. 
. 
, • .. 
·1 d ...i 
._. h - " • 1· 
..... • - ---- ·~·. -. 





\#UVJ.J.Ul3._~ .. ~":i•;. _,.,_ . .!;..., :.:.., ·.:..~~·~- ,~ .... & ¥r -.,.~~.·-~..;.,-i.~·\"\*'·:·b~~~ ... ~·t.,v · -
. 
. : 
..... ,..==" · ..... ,. OL ~7adce t igures upon which we can depE;!n.4~ . All . -------~----------------~--- ~----ragtal dimensions· ean be held ~Q ~liis or minus- -·- ---------~---~==--=-===:-=-=~ __ _: ___ _ · --·:0~001 _in.-/ipo or 0.()004 ~nches on a one-half .. 
_. . · · 
.in·qh diametero 




- ~--~·.:.::::._· ---t~olled by the accuracy to whic_li ~ti~ die ~1~ _ - ··-- · ____ _ 
- ------ ---·--·-
- -~o - -~------.. - - ----"r~-----n•·-------- - -------. -
. ·----.---··--=-=------·---~-·-··-







-- -··-·--·· --- . 
--- -· -·-···111111111111·----.. · ·----------~----~-·.-.'-:::.~·.·· ~= 




~~=, ·· .. •• ···c~c:c~~~.;:;;.:.;::.'i:2~cS=&~"::::.:.c,"J 




-~~ -=-~.=-=---:-.~~-:-~~~·-.··-~~~-' . ''.- ~;~,. ·"-'-'C----~~--~==-=~~-
,, 5''.~'-.· ·. -,·· ~:-mad.e~c,-:~"A-~.tolerance 
·--·-···--·-~ 'ta.ined with ease.·· . .or 0.001. inc~can be. main~ . -···· -,-·--·----·-. . 
The dimensional changes that occur during·\ -~~- ----. -=-=-----~---s-in~-e~=anu--111~-atitr~atment are uniformly con-
:) .. 
· stant .. and are therefore accounted £or in the ----~d~i~ design. 0 13 
The above statements were c;i.ire.~ted toward high 
mass ,di produced parts made 
------------·-
~~-------"'--....---'--~1-=r=on. The minimum overall de,nsi1;y. permitted -fo~.,-sccc 
-· - . 
. 
:-~~-parts--~~-~4.0. ·gms. fcc--;·-C~~--~-
---·-. . .. 
------------
----=-=--------
--~-- --~------------- --- ----





··--~- -· -- ---;,:---· --=·---
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~---- - - ··-·-:::.: .. =:--,;_ 
--·- -----------· -,---;---· ~~--------· .:.. - ~---=;- - ---··-- -••,- .,. __ --- .. -... ·------'···- .. - -- - ·- -





13~--R.A.--Koehl·er-;-~~N. Smith, METAt- POtvDER FARTS sm~ PGSIUM, -1958, "Briquetting ·Tod!sn \ 
----- - . 
.. :'!!f . ~ .. .. _"'! ... ~-_________ H ___ _ 
"'i""li .. _,-. l"l~ni.: • , • ~--~s :>~-
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===c:;:c....;..;;..c.....------· -·----===--·· -------~·-· -----
____ ___., .. ----
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~---~ --" 
. ---- ---~~ 
-.-----"·---~--_,_ -=-= __ ....... ~'!~---
_,:___ _____ -
-----~:-==== .. ___ ,, ... ,,. =======·=--=--~-== A . ··---··· .•.. ..=:=:==-
~=-e---
- . -
-----~---------·---,-- - ... 
. --~ 
. l ' -
-- ------ -
--
~- ~- -- -· 
~--~~----
PART NO. 2: BLOCK--DESIGNS: THEIR INTERPRETATION 
--------·· _ _____:__-;-----~, -. 
__ - --------
Int.roducing variability -into. a· P!'<>cess. is one of 
the chief tools by which a statistician can begin to e . 
-
' formulate the significance and relationship of vari-
ables. However, the introduction of -variation into 
. , 
I' T----------:-.._·~:~--=-=-~~;:-:·.:·-~- .!' ... 1:1.'~duct~~Ol'l .. pro C ~§ S ~s__:a probl':111•~: ~::<>~'ii>J! , tf epa~..:::; cc-=c :::~:_.:co_ ----~;:~~= .. -::. ~: -' l 
-men~s · at I-13?4- ·were--;;~st-tiei .. Pful 1n---~av()~d-~n-g such ·dit-
- ---- -- - --. - ~ 
ficulties. 
As mentioned previo'Ll~ly, ~he _t.hree main variabl·es- ------ -- · · 
in any or ~he· "heat" operations ,.are th~ atmosphere, 
the temperature, and the time. Because of the danger 
and f t!ar Gf future contamination, ,the at~os_pli~r! }!as ___ -__ -. 
held constant, as though a norDtal p~oduction run was 
taking place. The. dew point of the atmospllere is-not , - -- -··· --- -- - --···- .. -- -----~ 
a c·onstarit for it varies throughout a normal produc-
-" , tion week. = The normal use or the furnaces is Monday 
through Friday. The dew point shows a trend line from 
' a bout 50~F---4n- Mendays-··t-o -20°F on ____ F~id~ys ~-----T~-;--·de~ ----- -------- --
. .. 
. 6-'! -------
point is -a' direct measure of the amount of water vapor 
--~-·------
-
__ -~--t.b:e~"1flQ:8pbere·;c:c~~m~-~~u1'ii;--the-·"water vapo~ eff~ct~ tdle---.;,;,.-
~-l)lll81mt-of -snrl.nlcage that will ·take place during sinter·. 
.. 








The block designs · for aintsr··and· ---pa1iinter were ~---·:...-·-··· --~ _ ____:____._:._.-- - . 
.. ----· 





- -- - - -·--------- --
-
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-----· -··--- -- .. ···-
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- --------- - -- - - - ----; --·~ ---~-~ ---
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- ---~------------- - --
-
·,_ -------- -----~· 
.---
-·-___ production conditions available. Specifications call 
_,---_ __:___ 
_
 ___.._:~~--deW- point -o-t---40°F ToF-the three·--part,s studied:-_ ---~-----~-- ______ ...: __ ::_ - __ -..:..~-
Whether the eh~~e in dew point effects the shrinkage 
_significantly was not· determined. 
Moisture{% by volume) 




- - . 
-- ---
_"'.._- .. -





- -26 F 
- --- - --
--------··-·········· . 














The Amount of Water Vapor·in the Air 
_ t Dirr t D F i t 11. . . __ ................................................ . a eren ew o __ n __ s ____ ".t ..................... ---- ... , ............... -------------- - -······--··- . . 
TABI;E IX 
Time _and temperature· were ·varied with the·· purpose-. 
of finding their respective contriQ\!t_ions to tl1-e- shrink-
age. The conditions· chosen· for the experimental blocks 
w~~e more a matte~ of necessity than of choice. For 
temperature, 20400F is the normal sinter and resint8-_r ____________ ------::~~-=:--== -----· . 
____________ .. tempe-r-at-ure-•.. The maximum temperature in. t·he furnace 
used is 2080°F. In oraer to have equal increments,- -
--~--~--~---·· -~---~=--=--~- f9~ -=ease _r:,r-- ·calculation~ --200()0F was chosen as _the loweP 
temperature condit;QD~ 
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---------- - --------- ----- ---·------------. ----···-·--
·--· 
------------ -
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. .. . - -.~ .. · ~ _, ·'· .... : 
----------
----· ~----------------~- ------
------- ---- ------~--·-·-·--·-· - ---=- -----
----- - ~--- ---~~--. -- ------
·7··· :....1t:::..-;· .•. -
--- --------,----_: __ --------·-- - -th1:~y· minutes was che>sen ·as the maximum time condit-~io~n~.L---_,___--'----~ .. -,·------.... -·------
-·-------·--






--~-- Normal carburizing -conditions ar~ more dif£icult . ·- __ '. __ ~_ --- --,.- .. 
• 
to establish as the particular conditions used at any 
j' one time- depend upon the case depth resultin-g--durtng __ · 
. / 
· the production_ run. Adjustments are m_ade on the fur-
- --- ------------ ---- - --
='' _ ----,~-~~-~~- ~ ~,:~s ~~ 111_a:~ta.!~ ~_l(UlM !lital~lli :QJl the ~s. ~ Ho~~~= ' ··  ... ·~·· · • ~~-= 
-- - ---- .. -~ - =--··: ~Y8-_!'t_~h~t- U\Uql_ tempel!a~ure- u-sed:-t~~or-_ ttJe- t_-yf~- _() r--p~r~§ ------~=~- ~-:~~:~~~~-=-~==---.--- -- ==- --·---··-- • ~ -------,-- ---------
-dis t:us s ed, is between 1500° and 15500F. The average 
- ----_ ---- -time is forty-five minutes. 
The· conditions. in the block design approximating. 
"normal" are 1S-S-0°F and -fi-fty minute-s.--Incre.ments of 
50°r for the temperature and twenty minutes for the 
- -
. · time- were used-- t_o_ fill. out- the -blocks. - --- - -- - -- --~------------·----- -~-~ 
---···""·.-·... . ' 
-=::::::::-==-=----------~- ---
Two different types of fµniaces are used for heat 
-----<·---··-
-----treatment of the p$rts. ___ !fe two are th.e Hevi Dut_y · 
\ 
shaker hearth and Ipsen atmosphere controlled, whic~ 
correspond to a continuous and a batch type furnace. 
______ :~A-- _sign ifi.c-ant- --d-ifferenee- --ex1s~s-15etween the--dfmen:.:------ -------·-··-··---.--·- .-··-·---;- <.o - -
_-. 
sional tolerances of parts case hardened _in _thtt two ________________________ -=:--::-~~-=----==----. . ---- ---·- ----------- -------
. 
tfPeEJ. - Tlli-s--±s tD-oe expe-cted. si~~ _the r~tE3 o_r 
cooli.ng, the quenching medium, and the_tenq2erature#---,-----.-------- -----
quenching medium differ betwee~ tht!~~ two types_o.f 









-'-------. --- - cedure. A step-by-step d_~$crip_ti.on_ o£ th-e ca-1-eula-- ·_ - ·- ··-·-----
-·--·-.------_ .. _. 
. -··- -------- ~ --
, ___ -·--~~-~. ~----.-=,- --"1----~~---~ 
• ·- . a,i 
=--·: ~·-- -
- ·-· ·----- . -------
-· --·--·--- --- -
- -- - ····- -- --___ ;::--------
--. -----. ·----·--- ·-
-------·------- - ---
------- -----
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-. --:: __ ...:::-:.. .~·' - --::--.. ' -:-------=--:-.. -- - .... --
--·----- - -·- --- ·· --- -------P-FOeess- -- P-a-r~ 
No. 
Temperature - -- flme--- - -
·-·-~ 













Resinter._ 392- - 4,..00* f-l.3t - -G.~ - _--_ - -~----i:00* (!~O} . _ ----·,· ~~- _121_ __ --- _ 6. 87*~--~-l .. 4-}--- -- -4-.--94*"" tl. ot,. 90** fl-. 21 --------- - - - - 14,8 18. 63** (J .i..) 10. 50** ( 1. 9) 5. 50** ( 1. 0) 
------------- __ ---- :: 
:;) 
-------- ~ 
_ . --------iH~e~at~. 392 ---164, 3 5 * * ( 46 .et---- , .. 57* __ ... __ fr~ 01 _ l§~_-8l)'t~~ _(_;_ .--3-)------------- -------- -- -. --- ~---~ ··
1 
- Trea't .. -----------J-91--- 9~.-98*-*f24.-4J-- a·.J5** {2.2) 3.81* ~1.0) 
C 
-------· . 14-8 99.69** (6.8) 168. 74**(11. 5) 14.62**(1.0) 
---··-' . ..:--- ---·-···-------:::-:· 
_ Analysis cf V-ar!ance 
(actual variance ratio is followed by the -relative magni-tude of the sj_lP1~ficant ratios in paPent-hes-i.-s} 
TABLE X 
-------- ---------;::--·~-----~-:-·-------1 ·-· ··-·- -
____ ..,... _____ _ 
--------·---- - · · ·· __________ ..:.-~---lrit"erpretation of Table X will give the rela-· 
.... ! ., .. tive impo?\tance of time, temperature, and the inter~ 
.. action between the time and .the tempe~ature for the 
time range of ten to i;hi:rty minutes; tor the- t~era-
..... . ... 
~ 
. ture range ~t 2000°r to 20800F; and for-~?~· _prQ~e-~.§~1S--·- .-co:..,_ •• _....::;-;;:..;:..-.---~------- -·--···· ·- ....• --,..--····· !.------··· ·--......, .. ··- ··----··----······ .. 
_-,---~~--~:,_~wter_-and resint~r~ · Heat treatment N.ftges- -similarly 
-··--· lt I~ /"If' 
I fo:t~.QW interFetatien ·in the ranges used~ A double 
· asterisk indicates significahlf e at the_ one:~Ber _c.en:t__ =----- ~-=~:-::-~=:=-=-=:::~~·~=-:.:::=-~~:_:.:::;.::~_-::.=-==-- . ----- --··----- - - --· .. ----- --- ·-~ .... :_: __ -_:::. :_-~::·:revel wliile- 11 -s-1.ng).e .:a~terisk d,notJis aiy1Ui~i~-e afi~ ,w I'...... .... ~ «. . _.._ . .a, ~- ,... .. ~ 
· - · - the fi va per: ;ant level .15 
--
·, ..... . -
~~~·.-. ~: ~~ ---~-~ ---- -~!~~-~."'. ... . -· .. 
. ~ ~----= -~~:.IIP~~l,'-"'~e--0~~ p;~ ce~'t-i~~~l-~~ans that the probability is-· ~ -. -- --- - --·-ress · than one in 100 that·· the difference. .. -is.--ac-ei-dent-a=l- --~----- .------- ----- _.---. wh:ile "the five per cent level- means that there are 
--
------- ~ fewer that'! fiv~ ch.an..ces -in lQO that the disparity·· . . _ ---····-----·- ---~:-----·:·-~_-,,·-==-"--
- ... ------- . 
' 1, 
.. 
' . '' . '.. ............. ........ '' . • .. -- .. -- ~-
-- - ·-
-·.--~ 
-·--cc·:·- between the calcnlat.ed-VaPi,anee--s- iS"due to···cnance-. ···---· -- --- -0==0·---~="";::~ - c~ m~- gef!nft ion was taken from TABLES -F6R- STAT-I STI.CI ANS-.,-------__:----·--·-------~- .. ~!lrn es _ and !lo bl a , 1959-, · 




-.10 - -·-···· ---·-- ·-- ... - - - -----··-- ---··- -------·-----··- -
- ---
-
.. - - - - ~-
.. ··-·-· -~---·---- --·· ... 
___ ..... -----------
- . 
. : -·--. ------
~=~~-=--~ =~=-~-~---~=-~...,.,-= ... --~--=----=--=~=~=--=-~----=-~·-
------- ------ -
- - -- ----=--- -- - ----- --- -----
--------~---~~ 
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: Usj;ilg -the signittqa_nc_e .. leveI as a· basis--ror dee-
-------· ision, time -is the ma~ Jact()r during sinter. It is 
., also interesting to note a slight increase in density ' . --------- ---
~--- __ ~ -~c__=-:-~= ~--~~~--:-- =;~-=~~Ulking--1>Lae-tt_·- i1t~J!l=:e:c:t:rol:Jtii- 1ron.--b~een~-~tn:e=::tem~==---:-:-~~-----~ --------
. .t ures 2000°F and 208QOF .16 






-·-C--e=ign=i·fieant-. - The-~~8S~1Q~t]n1y aris_e_.-- rs- the inter-
',~ 
- -- --- ---- - -------- ------·- -- ---- -- --
---- - ~------------------- if, 






action significant compared to the time? ?vlunro _sug- :~ 
--- --gestE.td~- ~- an--11q~1-Ys-is ory~~~~~~ 9~ _:t:9YP ;o ft~ct -·- _.--- --- - ... ·-·----·----·- ~--- -·---···-·--_...;:-___ - -------- ____._ - - - -- - - - ~ -- , 
this. This contribution is included on page 80, 
Appendices. 
~- ,- ' Looking at resinter,· temperature appears to be 
-=~--~------ --- the most s1griificant;·-·ractor;-~c-rn~·this--sectiori·,. time __ _ 
does not show up significan't-ly for part number )91, 
but does for part number 392 at the five per cent level· • 
.. 
-·H-owever, for the larger diameter, part number 148, 
time is significant at the one per cent level. 
Heat treatment is another e-xample of having non-
comparable re~dings in the same table. Part 392 was ------~-------~-~-------------·-------------· .... -- -- -- -- - -------=-
r---esintei-ed before· heat t:Featmerit, while ·parts 391 and 
14,8 were heat treated after ;r~~r~ss_. _____ MQ~~ _§~r~ss -~~~ - -· ---- - -- -· ---- - -- . - --·· -----. - - --- .. - -- ·-·· -- -·-- -~-- -- -·-·· ... -- - ----------
lief takes place for the latt~r t\f~ _P@_r~_@, ~~~~ ~!lc:>'1-, 
- - .--· I -··· ---·--·-···- -------- ·--·- - -- -·-- --------,--·-- -·-- --




- 46 - ----··. ·-----·---·-- -·. ... . .. ---·--· - ···-· .. ·---·-·--··-·-----------
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.. -.... ~ '·· ,-'. ,.~ -~ - -~ ,· .. _' :··.~,-· :.• .. 
---·' . . -----. 
::-:::---:=-=--·- -·-- ------- --· -. -- ~- T--·-· -·- - --~-~ 
~=~~-~--=-~---··.- -·-,·-cc~~---"=""-:_~-----------_ . ... ii 
.. - ----···--- .. 
--
· \ . , . __ TI!~t.ni~~,.Stta_p-.. Rs to · ·US8 the . analysis or varian·ce .•. . . . ~ ...... 
to derive equations· __ J;ho:wing -the--~age--ae·c1---tunc--·. --
tion of .time, temperature, and interaction. Eq~-
- -- ~~----:-----~~--- .,..,- . --··· ··-· -
______ J ----- ·- -·--~--·--------
' .-· 
___ - tions. are listed in Table XI and the .derivation- pr9- -- _ ~-i 
-
-~.._-=-=.::...-~c--=:--.=··--=----~~~~~ 
-----==·-_--__ ____..c~eNdr1.1-u~rei:::--·--· ~ the Appenaices • 
- ... 
--- --- '! 
:~ 
----=------------~tocess 
- -·- - - -- --· ·-·- --- -···· ... - --. -·· ~---- --
--------'---- -- ..... ___ ·_--_.:..._=. . 
- 2 fflH ~~n2 
.. 
. ·sint.er . 392 ___ -~S~~-~----i-11~-~-----...0~:~ ---~51T _tE.lOH '!193.50 .. ---- ------- -~ ~-==-- _:_:_·------- - ~ ·-----· - ---- ----- - -· 
. 
- ---=-=-- ::=- ·-----· -
-~--
---- -
391 . S : +.3T2 -.18TH +.2H2 -1.10'1' +.178 _-4...31- -------~---- -- - ------~-
---·------- -~---------------· -
--~~- -~~--=~==~------~==--- _148- __ --S- -=--- · · -'2--·:--,5'1'H--- · --- ----~1+'l---~--- -·:17. 7 . 
-~~- . 
. . '-'" 
2 2 
. ·. 
Resinter 392 . S = .6T -.175TH +,25H +.lOT +.017H -3.l,.2 _ 
·Heat 
Treat 
391 s • -,1;r2 -~.1mr -. . .3JF·---.1s, · •• o;n ~1.94 
148 S : 
.5TH _ -.:.SH_Z_~67T +-.83H -9 ------ --·------:-------------------_ ····-·-------·-. ----~---




14S- S • .sr2 +. 775TH -,6H2 +2.3T +l.8H +2.47 . I 
. 
Block Design Equations 
' 
-Temperattwe : ff • °F _ - 20400F T me· = T • min - 20. min 
{- 40°F 
-:~- -iEl -llli!r----: ---:.0·=-~-.. -===:==-'--- ,:::-cc:--·-~-=,=---
. -- -- ,.-~~;:~,-,.-.:-:~;:;.~;.-:.:.~,-=~-~···The·~·above -are £-or sinter ana _____ Fesi-ter!furheat . -
- ------·--··'---------- -::,,_ 
- treat -replace the 20400 with 1550 ; the 400 with 
. /1 
. . . 50°; the 20 min. with 50; and the 10 .~tri, --with 2Q._ __ ---~-----------~---;----- --v--~-~ -
Shrinkage = S • ,. inches x 104 (.in all, cases} 
- . ·--~----. -----· 
__ ...__. __ _ 
- . . ·-·--· - - ---- --
--·--- ~ ~- .., . a·..--... iii 
...... . .... 
'!'ABLE XI 
_-<e#,,. ~----;.-- ., ......... '. ,,;,,.- . .,, ti- .............. -. ....... - ··- ... -.!• :~ ._ ........ ""'· .._...,, ... - ... ~ .. - .. - ... -~-~--
,V• 
··-· - ------ . 
- -···-·- -. ·-·--- - --·-- - - --
--·-· 
.. -·---·--=---===-....:·-=:--:--.:~=-.:-.:-::-__ -----·- -... ·----=------ - --··-----·---:-----_ :.-·-==--=====--=-· - - -
_--=====:.::::::-:-
. :::-_:::::_~- ----= 
----~-----· -----=:··'"-···-·- ~- - ~ - -----
- -- -
~- - --
-'--_-_-_..., ... -. -=-- --- -----.- .... ·::·-:-_-- -:_-----::-:.--.::::.- -· --·. --====---:~--------:... - . ----
, - ---- -· --- - -- - ------. -· .------ ·-·-······--·- -
;:;::c;;;;.,,, ... ~----- __ -,·~-·· --
.,.· .• ,.~ ··-,:~·~::,!!~,, . ..., ... ..,... 
------- - --- ·-
-·· .. ·-----'-- --- - - -- -- ---- -- - -·-· - -~~------------,-~___..........,..,_ -· .--
------·-- -- - _ .. --- --- - --
--
-- ------ _:=_,_ :...:=-.=--: ~-=-~---- ----~===-=:-=--===-~~-----'------------··· -, .. ,. 
-~--- --- ------------~~, 
C 
-
---·------ ---.---~--• --- • ---- -----· . 
-
-




--------------------,-----==================-=-~~=~~~==== · - - - . 




-·· .... , ___ - --
:: ~:~: :=~~~- · ·· -~ __ :~:- -~-:~-~ . .-~::A:--ch1aclt-~::of Table II snows all equations to b~i ,.\ &.- - . ··- -·-···-··----:-- .... - _..,-, .• -..-,'•·•--· ·••'• •! • ~ r ~ • • • 
quadratic in form, 
'" 
Why? · A good argument can be ~~e~. 
. -- - ·-----·· ~-- . - -·--
·--~----=-
------,-----:------~---~--··-· _,. ____________ . -









A linear equation is easier to derive, easier to under- .·. 
:-~-=-~1µ1:ci, easier to use, -a~good approximation for·· the· -- -·-- -- -- - £ ------··---------- 'j 
. nai-POw rang~~- Qf time-s . anct temper_a~:~es -g.sed • However t 




---- -- --- :i 
·l 
- .. - - .. ····------·· ··- l change in diameter,_ _ ~~~ ~Q J>fQC8._$§iD_gc, .gQiJ_!g __ f-~ ~~ ______ :~~"------~:~~~: __ -~~~~-~--~~~----'- -~~ - ~: - -- - - ·- ---- ------·-· - -
zero to infinit:y:. , · Su.ch is not the case! 
_ --~ --q~c9.~~~~1c· eql.lc1ti~~ ·eTI_m_tn-at=es_th..e___latter ___ etrec&.--=-------------------- --- --- -~ 
~-- . ... 
£rom occurring. However··, to be exactly correct, a co-
varian~e ana!~~~s should be used,_ analysing both a 
linear and a quadratic tit. The better fit should be 
us-ed. 
--<fl----···---·-·. -------
.. -----------···--·--~-----·--· ~ . "'···--······-·-·---·--· -




•• .• -. • . ··-
_.__ • .• '":'!.. •• ·-. ~-- ·: .• :: •• -~---·····-···--···- .. ... ..::!L, ............ ., _____ ·-·-·-- ---·-···· ----- -- .. ....... .. ·---,·· ····-·-
.. 
w ... ·• 
- . --- ·---···-···- .. -·-----···--·--·-···----·-·-··--- -
_,,,· ·_ r. ~ -- ... ~-- . . ~ . . .... . . ..... . 
- . -- ·-·-· 
-- ---- -- . -
.... _ ... ,t. .. ,..:_~ ,. . 
----~-- ----·-·-· .. ~----·-·---------------~-----'·--~---··---···· ........ -- ------- --- -- --~- -
-----·--·-·---_:.::=:·==:...=-.:::....._ .. _. __________________ c;::..._.;___.=c 
----- ---------- ·-·-
-- . -- ·- :;...-:::.-=....::::.:--=--:--:-.. -· -· - ___ :.:~.~_...~__::=-=-=----·--·- - - --- -------
_·---::-.--::.-:-=:: 
. ----~_-----==.--:=---===- ) .. ~------··-·· 
--·· 
--·- .--=-- ---.--+-~- -··. 
---------. ······--. -· . -------- ----
-···. - ---·· 
-----··: ·-- - ---- ..... __:__ -------- --·---- - --- ~-- - . . -:-- --- .. --~ --- ----
·-
" ··, . ' ·---
.. ---·- --··-····-·-··· -------- ---- ----- - -- -- ---- . 
-·····- - -··· ---·--- ------_ .--:-:::-=::-:~----_ --:.---·-:--_-.:: ··-
- -- - - - - --- - ---- - -----·- ------ ... - -·-- - -· - - . -- --





=--· .... ·..:----~--= -::--.~---· ------~ -_-::::--:------ -------
. - - ----·· • - _ _::-_-c::--··- ·- ·---~---·- ---





------------. ---~------------------------- - -
- -·- ----- ______ ...:_ --·-- ~ ~--- ---------·--
·-- ---- - .., --
- -----·- ---·-~---- --------------------- -·-- -- .. 
- ---
======:===:==:=====-~~-~-~~---::=~~ -·-· - ---- ---•-'·---------· .~-
. 
. . :'·•--:: . .-:~-~-... -:.::-..::;:.;-..:T~'~~-·'.~--.!-?"':':;•';:..:~;-·~~~-•~ --.----•-••-.-'-- ~_ .. ~---•-• - ·~·.: 






----- ---- -. .- ~,_::::-::.,::.·-·-·,---'r.: ... ~----·"·--".n.A,nnt---UA-o.--- : ~T'-" GAGE INFLtJEN·cE·s· --- ... ___.-- .... ~ ,- -,-- .. -----~-:-·-...... .. C-AJ;lt~ ~lU .. -iii• . 
~_:___:.:._.----'-----.... Do.y--o ~~~--measu-~in~ ~$~r_gmen-t:s~~].ntrod~ee--~~------"---·_ -----• .--:.·-: •• ~.-· ,·~-----'~ -- • • • T• • •----: -:-=· .-.·•.·=--
-
·• \ 
• variability (experim~~tal error) into data? Yes, as 
· _ ~w-~ll~ __ di_!terent indiv-;i.d~al.~- -do-1ng·--the -m~asur-emen~~ -- --Tn~- -----_: -~----: ______ -~-~~- --~=~ 
---.-- -- -~-- ---=-=~: -==---=-===------ -






- . -------p-urpos_e-·or thfs--·sectj_ofi- t~ to _point out ways tQ _regy~---------~-~-----·------ -~ 
- - ... : 
---
--·-· ·- . -· - ---· ·-
' . 
------~--- - -~ this variabil~~.r. 
--
----------------------------------· ----...::c-=-:::::-~.: . .:......:..=.:-..,..,,,_=_.;_ ;.;;:~ --- -----=-~- -- --- -·-- - - ··_ ~- ------ - ---
------=----·- __ :..-_-------_.--. - - - - -
---~ __ -..: ____ .:_--::~ __ ::.:,;:..----- ~- -- -
-~. --___ -_!/.: ___ ,. ~:-:-~ -------- ---- :...::. --~ 
i ; 
---··" .. : ..... ,·.·:- ---, ___ : .. ;; -----· ... ~~-cefta1n·--preca~tionary""'°mea0sures-were_--takento- en=---------- - -- ~ 
- -
--------~ _ s_ure._Jninim~-~Pimerrtd-=err~-"- -ro·r- -Eiacll~-part-des.:.. ---~--.:.. ... -- -----------::..~----=--- -- -
cribed, 392, 391, 14-8, and 728, a "~~ter" _ was__kept...- -----~--------- --··· ----- - ---
----~=----~~~~T-his-was -a--repre-sslRt-pare·--01.,--tmowri we-ight and- hole 
diameter. Before measuring weights of any sample, the 
.. i · -~ _____ 
_ •eight -Of the mast.er wa~ record-e~. immecUate-l y.. --a-.f-t el' ------------ ----. . ~ ~ ......... ·:, .. , .. .. 
adjusti~g the gage, for measuring hole diameter, with a 
... 
. . s,tandaro :ring gage, a reading was taken of the master. 
---.-.-:...--'....:;;.:.....!.~~-,-.--!:·· 
_ --~-Oal.i'bration ~o£- the -gage took pla~- be:r-o~emeasuring t 
· each · lot for hole diameter. These steps were used to 





. -----···-· .. --------
. rfadings of the "master". 
- ·-- --· 
- -- . 
··-·····--·- .... , 
.. 
--






- Va:riat,ility and error are two separate ···entities-;-- lfow.;.-- ---------~---------~ 




-- -- -· --- ~ •.••. ~. • 
.... • ~ ~ 
-Ilk 
..... !!t, 
. • ... ·-~-~ ~ompa:rison can .. b-e?made. ltave bo-th Qpe~ators read the 
.... 
- .......... .;;; .. 
-. ,., , 
---=·____::' -- .. -.--_--_ --·· -·· -- --
_ _ -
_____________ -----~tion, in tne same--&reer,-- and· wttlr~~~-~--_same~ _Mge 9::::: -_.This --- ------------. ----------_--=-= 
-~c.-~~ :~:c-:~-:=~h~gl_d;- be don-a witRou~-~;~-~~~~edge···o~ trie .. operators. 
------- .. _.· .. .. :~-~----~ -
--- --- -
--- - - - --------- -
--------·····------- -----
----
- ---~ .. -
- --. ~ --- __ ..,..-:. __ .,_ _ _: . 
-




. ·-·--------~ -· ---~-- ·-·---------~---------
--···-···--·--··-·--·-· -·--· --· 
- ··--------·--···--. ····-
- -,( --- --- --
---··- --- ··-· 
---- - ... - ----- -------- - --------- . 
---· ---·-----· 
- '-----,--.,~. - -- -
- -- ---~ - ------··· ~~------ .... 




--·---------------··-, .-.. -----~-----·-------------· 
--------1 ;...-------- .. · _ .. Eiperim.en tal-- ·-e-r-~-:--~o--P, --0£- -some- -magllt·tlide , 'is-'- pres-ent. ---- ---~ ---·-- --








- --- l' _____ ----·--·- ---------~~~ec.ess:ari1y constan-i· r~r _OU~ _operator-ari~ one gage;-~-·_ ....... --- - --· . ----·-
•. 
- - ·------·· 
~A--~h;-ck or tn-e an~1:ys1s or variahce tables trom the 
-------:·- _________ -----·~; 
-~~-~----___ ---~--~-~---------- block ~!!1!!~~--~I!!~f~lo~-~Dds t8Xpe;i~ ,.·-_ .. --··· ---::-~-~~-=--"-·......._~·~.'.'-'.'.:""·=~'.:".'".:""_------- :~: .. --.::_-~-· _-__ . 
...~- .!I 






. -· ,--·c-c-.~c·.,,= . -=· = ·--
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-- - -- .:.:.:::.. 
' 
" 
-- ·-- --- ---·-- ---- ______ :._ -- ·-:· --i 
_ Process: ·Resinter (continued)· 
-- - - ··- · 
·--- - -·-- -
··---=------· 
______ -- __ .,..---: . -----,-~---=-·· --x-- ----~-:-: ___ -~---- -~--- -- ------~--=a=----- __ £cl. _-----··· ___ .£~.-- ---·· . -- . ·- ----------· ---·-----------1 
--2i 3. 
., 3 5 










·26 4· · ·32 -- -·- -·-1t-:-·- . __ -··- .. -- -·o- e 
42 
104 
---- ··-· ------·------ --·-- --- ----- ·-- -----
----~ - - -~~- - -- -- ---- ----- --- - .......... ---4i - .42 
- S 26 
-- --Si ,. --1 








-- - -- - - -- -- ---- ---------~-- -~-----
----·-···------------'-----~--~-···=----·,- .. Standard deviation• 1.28 
Resinter Conditions: 
____ ; ..; --~------------- -- -T-emperature- 204-08 F. 
Times: ·Preheat 20 min. 
Sinter 20 min. 
Cool 80 min. 
Atmosphere: Ammonia 
---~--------
. Note: Normal resinter preheat and 
__________ ~---- _ ------------~ sinter tinle-S- ar--e -t-en mi-nut-es-. --- -The -
above calculations are based on a 
preheat and a sinter time of twenty 
minutes. 
-· ---·'"--'-·---·--· . ______ -··~-·--··-··· - Froc-ess: Resinter 
.1260" 
,.. .0006" 
a---------.!.il.· ~1.~cu~l*=..!a~t!!.:1~· o~n±... of the standard deviation from '~a homogeneous -
subgroup of f i vepart~tFia:t·---wereU.Sea··--rn-tne·-oroclf-aesl.gn 
experiment. These parts were resintered at normal condi-tions. · 
·----- _______ _ 
Three readings from each part are·--u·sed • 








------------------ ---------- - Standard deviation ·=-"·o~-12 · 
' 
-
...._ __ :h,. ~ ....... 
a•F=•--•----,---'" 
.. -•••.••••--•, ·•r"~---~-•--"-. -• • L .. 
---j--- -----
' . 'v 
-3 . .,. 
0 0 
-··--··-·····-··--·--·- - ·-- ·---·- .. . ····--
i i 
-·---- - ·------·-- .... --
----- ·-··· ·------··------ ·---
·- . --,- ----...... - -- - --- -- - - - -- --
- -- -----~--- ----------~-- -- - - -- --------- ··-·-------------------~-- - ------ -




- -- - ------ ---- -----
./..•. 




--···-·-·- ·---:··· -. ·--. ---- -· _----------·---· ~ ___ --__ - ·. --
--- ----- ____ · ___ -- ----- ---~- ------ --- -- -- . 
-- ------ '-------- -· --
" -------------
-·~-"'--,-·--·-· .-:~·-- _--- ... --.--·---.--==" 
·The above proce~s is mechanical in nature but does play c:i part in hole size. This operation takes __ plac_e ___ on a s_ix~------·-----~-----------1--------~---=-- teen stattou-·-aoaeen--··machine~----·rrne·-·nose of the part is . milled ·with a 3/Sn radiu§ encl mill and then a 1/16'' dia • 
. hole is drilled. The parts ·are located for this operation by the .125" dia. hole. The effect on the holePWill be 
- · shown here. · 
.- - - ., 
---
--
-~-----~~ - ------ -------- .. ---
. 
I Mill...--, ~--....,,,.-: Di-rect i-on ----'.---_---=- - 'affilf- . 
Interpretation of Gage .Readings! 
... -k:--
Clamp 
__ ......,.cc..-- --- --= ____ !-..-.-...<----~- -- -· - ----
I 
11 - - = .1asss 
llt • .12589 
12 = .12592 
.-... 
----------~----
12! = .• 12596 
-13 = -·.rz60Cf _____ _ ·-------· ---·- .--- -----·-- . --- ,·- . 
13! : .12604· 
14 : .126.08 · · .. --.-
14} • .12612 
_ 15 . -- :"-~I2615 ... 0 •••• , ., 
- • 
15! = .12619 -16 ~ .12623 · I. 
··- -.·- .. 16! : .12627 - ·- --- -- --- ---------------- -------- -- ------ --- .. 
17 = .12631 
17! d= .12635 
18 : .12639 
18! ·= .12642 
Calculations based on 50 random samples taken on MaPeh 14-, 1968. Th,is · ~s not a homogeneous lot in the same sense .as the lots 
i, used in calculations for the standard deviation for briquet, - -- -- ---- -sl,llte·r--, and repress. 
· ! 
·~ 
J '. i. ~ • -...... 1111. f..,;,, >- ,, • 






-- --- - ·-· .--~·-
,_ """'' -~ --~ ..i:.... •·· 
,. 
- ------ - --·-- -- - ----
-----·---I--________ ------- -
- --- .- --
-~---·- ~--~- ---~----·------------· 
. . . 
-
- - - ----- - -- ---·------- - - - ------ ------- - ---- -- ·--··-·· ----···--- .. - ··----··-- ... ·-
- ___ ·--::--:-:.:-~- .. _ ··-- ,- __ - ----·---· ---. - --T 
- _ _,."ll!CI ··-·-- - -
., --~-.-J.__ ~-----=-~---,-=--=-·---
' .-:~l" ,~---······ ,_ ... 
- --- - ---· -
. --
fflf"'l'i"~----................... ---:_ ~---~-'."""'." ... ~---~it... - ---- ------~-·:--_ --~~-------_ -
-
---- __ ·_. ___ .·_ -.---- -~~·---~- - -----_- -·---~-- ·--. 




The effect o.f the operation on the hole will be shown=~;. 
in the follo~ing data._ _______ ___ _ ____ _ - -· 'f 
---~-~- -. c--- --- .Average Diameter 
· ··- Eef'ore· 
~ 
Averag&- Biamet-er 
After --- -Dtfrerence --- ----~ -- .. . ·---·-----~----·---.-
•• __ • ___ : •.. ---_.-- · .• ::-.. i.;c·.:=-o._ 
... 
---·:..:.: ~:- -- - ;-· ; .' ... ______ _ 
--- ----- - ---=1-.- ----~- - --.--i--26-Jtt------ ---- -- ~--=--- ------ - --.I2o1tn·· +.0001" 
. 2. _ ---· .1262" · .1264" _ -----. ~ .•. 0002!! 
--------------). ---- - .1263" ----- -------·----------~1264°--- - - --- . +.0001" 
4. .1264" · .1266" +.0002" 
s. .1264" .1266tt +.0002" 
6. .1263" .1264" +.0001° 
- _,,, ---. ·- · .... -· , __ '1t:. J_ J~ -· _ A • .• ·.: ·-1 . ."'l~;1r·---·-- - + A_O_ .. o· ·1·-lt -· -··-- -..... ---------·--------- . -f-... ~~ lw-U- . - .. ;. ~ -· - -. ~ 
--~~~------~. ~---· s. . .1264" .1265" . +~-0001" 
9~ .1264" .1264" --- -•. 0000." ----10.. .126_5_"~ - ---- _ ---- -------- _ _ _ _ _.l.266!! -·-·- - - ------ --- .. -+.-8081-U--
- --- --~- --- ___ _ll.__ ----····-- -~l2ol" ~ _ .1263" --- ·----- .. :__t.-eeu2n-
' ·12.- .1264" - .. .1264" .. --- . .oooon 
13 • .1~6.3." .1264" . +. 00 .. 01 tt 
llh .126411 .42-64" .oooou . , is. .1264•1 . .126411 1Qooo11 : ... 
,. ~ ' . ' ; •• .. ~ '"""· •, • 4 
:_:__J~ ~- - ___ • -~- , ·-: __ ~- _ .... - --= ·- .!2o~~~f ~'-_: ~-~~~ •. -~· --~~ ::.~ ___ ... -=: ... ~ZQ-_itt -- ---~:-':~=c=::::~:=-.:-~- ~•=-----·-.-1t.{}eel--tt~:~~--- - . -. -----'.----.., - -----~- ,.,. ____ , __ -. ____ -· 
----------_-::_:=-_: · _ _:_ -
".l__ .,..,_ 7-~ , i fiT Uk.:...- .... ; .... ~ - ~;:, .. .,...-.:0~:.o -~ ..;_,.,,,._ . -.... - - ·· ,-.uu..L 
0 12645 + -1\t"\A"I .. •. . evvv..a.. 
- - --- - -
l=?"-=-~;:;= .. :== .. :==-~;;-~_~;;--c;_-_-~__:~---~-b;e~rc~o~r~e~an~_:at·. !~~:ath~== .~:s a: r1::i.e:=:::c_c . ·.· --_ _____ .. ·-~ 
. that the ~:v.~rag~ ~ff ect:. of t·he proc§l~§ is to i.'lcz-ease - - , "-- - c- ~ the_d.iametep Q.0001-n. -- -- -
--- - -- <{ ·~ ,. r 
-·· - ~-- ------·--'------=---== 
' I. 
r·- . 




~?~.-· •. - ·.. .:":..,""::_·-....:.::: ___ -
. 
- -
-·----------"' ----·-·=------- ---------- ---~-2fl- . _ .. __ - - - - --~-·.:··· .. --, : .. -.. ~ --~- ---
::.:._ __ _;_.___;_ ______ :__--...:::_::__ ·-·· ::..·:. .. "'-.. .. ..._ __ --...:..._ ----- ---·-
-- - -·---·-----------~-·-- ·---- -----·---· 
-
---·-------------------- -:=----~--=.·..==-::::------·~ - ---=-.:.~.--=~-~=~=-- _--=--~--- ~--- -~--~-=---=------~-- ---- ~----- .:;-··-~--· -- -
. 
_______ _..,._, ______ ..... ~---- --







. _.  ' -----~---- ---------
...... - ·-. ' ... -· .... , ~ .. 
------------. . 
---
--~ --- _. ------------ --
·--- -----=~ 
Calculations based on 50 random samples ta~~?LOtl _March 14,-1960.-~~_,.... 
___ _ Thia--is--'the-~-same--1-ot---that---was used- in the· a.eterminatiion of 
- - - ... :_standard dev:Lation for the 1tmUl allcf-d?':ifl t, .. process. It , 
t}jerefore, is not homogeneous in the ·same senee· as ,~,ere the 
other "heat" processeso 
Three readings from each part are used. 
X f d f'd 
'· 
... --- ·-··-----------:--
--·- ---- --·- ------- ----- _____________ _:,_.....:__.c.-'-----
----: 
. ~ -, 
--------- -
-
- ___ -_ - - ·--::_:::...-:==-==--:;;;:.;;:._ ~·-··-~--·-·-====----==~~~=== 
··:., .. . .. ·- ·--' .. ·. . . . .. . .· ·- •. "" - , -~ -· ... ..,. '*•r .. .,..,., -~ ~~~;.~--~~ ---~ , ....... ·•-' . .._:.•#.- •,: ~.:c...--..--· .. ·--~---· 
"'"···. ·,. ·:. .·, cc-'>'· ·.~ ~~ --:__.._,. ~ .•,!!_ -- .: __ - ;,, _,. . ·. . - ·~ -
-- -- --,. ·-=cc.. -- -
----. - -------- ---- - -- --------
-__ -_ -_ .;----~-----.--.. -... --:--




------------~--------,----- __ _._ ------___c__::::.:.:....._'------= 
r·- --·-
···-----:---·- - '. 
-------,· -·-- -
"' 'll -;.-·· ---------
____ -...;:_~. -·~ -·----·~ -· -- ·-·-·· ----· . -
~'~- -· : - -.-= -_-.-::-~.- ·-
_·_ .. - --·-- -___ . __ .:· __ 
~-=-= ==-------=- -==--==-------==-
-..,..---------- ··-·---·-_-· . --- - --- --· 
-o~· . ~-----·.-- -- ·-----.-· ---------- ------ ---- -------·--~-----·--------- - ·-_::--:... __ ~--.. ----· .. 
----------------·- -- - ~ ·- ----~ ···---.=--- - ---~· --- ----=--=--··-- ---
-·-·--=-·-·---:~-=;;;~~-cc=--==- ===~;~------ - -----
- ---------
.. _:_ --_- - ·-.:-.- ,·.•;,-• -· 
---
- :_ =-- --~-· =··-=--~~--. -_---
- ------ --------~ 
-~---------
- - --- ' - - . ---"'--
-··- · ·---·· ... ·'··-· --..:::-....:·-····-·.-.:_:·_-:::::·-;·.=: .. :~:--;,-:·.~ . ..;;,· .. ----:-· ____ ::-;-..,.,-_:-~-:c •••• -···- _____ ---::.._=:-.::. __ --:_-:_;:__-- ___ - ----~ ... 
.. _.~---- --· .• :::77':: ·_··:.·.--"...·------ - --
--------------~-------- - - - -- ----- . --=:=- .---::- - :· - -- -- ·- .. - - ---
'cont_-~nli_~d l ______ _ 
--------
·----- ·- ......... .-........ , ........ ~.,., .... ,_,_ •.. ~-... -· .. , ... .. 
.. __ :--··:·" .. .,.. ··--~---·' ... -----~-·."·.-- .... : .. ~:. __ ..... _ 
H"eat ·Treat Conditions: 
-----~-·----
----·-· .· ·---- ....... 
--,--~'---------·----------·-·---------------- -------··---····--· ····-····----------'---,..-
---. -- . :-- ---- --





--------- -- ··--·-- --·-- ----
····- ... ____ - ------- -
-- --"'" -----·----~--_..::::_-_ -_- - :...________________ -
~------_-_- -----··:-
--- -·------.--------~------·· 
--~:----·---------- ------------- - - -- -----·-· ---- -- ---
--------- ·- .· ____ : -·--
- ,.. .. 
I! 
----~----· . ---- --
.. , 
·-- ·-- ---·--- --~-~------·-·-·--1...__ __ _ 
-----------·-------- ··-----:·~----· ------- ----
- I 
------~<Qrl-------------
-------- -----· ----------- - --------------.--
'·---------··· -
---···-------- ------·------
-- ·-· -~- ---··· 
·-- - ___________ :_:~-------- ---· --· 
. ,. .. 
1 • --_J '-!. i ~ • ~. :,1 • I ' _. ' • 
~----==--·-
-.. -- -- - -·--
-----·- .... ------------- .:··- - ·--·····.··-· - -···- ··- .,'"' ----·--- .. - • .. 
---· 
-···· ----~- . ·--- - ------·- -.-
-------~ 
- -,- ~ -- -- ~---
------------·-------------==~---
--·-------------~-




--=~·.,,.-. -,.,--.,--..,,.----~~----=-c....~-=''=-·~=-=---=-=· =·""::..:-·=--=··=··-=···=·"-=· · :.:..:·-=-=-::..:.··::.::._-_·_·-_-_--_-. 
,t ... 
--- --·--·---='=-- :··.---~- ==-~., ==--·-"'2---=·--·~ -·-. ~~-· -~ -'"'- -- ~-~-~~----,, - . ::,-"·-:CI'.--~.-- ---
'....-.··---- ·---· -- ----------------------
-~:==-:_:·:._~--:_ _______ ---- ------------·-·----------------------------·--·-:-=-------=--· 
- '---·--···- -- . - s=:,.:::':';-- ~---- ·-;·· 
·····-------<-·-.·-· ····~----· . - . -------------~·-
---------- ------------------------------- -----------~--------· -·--··-··-----...... ·- --·--··· --·- -----· ·- .--- ·-- ---··-··---····-----
--------------------·-·------------·-
----····---~~~------
------ --...,... . ..::: 
.-=-=-~·-c.c___:_ __________ ----- --~ -- - -
---~-
.,. 
~,., .. - --fl" ~N 













,.JL. "# ~ '; 
-
----:_ --•• C .: ...... ·--- ,• .-·- - --- ••• •• --.-. -::. ·::: - •• 
~-~_c---·· 
- - .,.- -_--::-:-__ -_-_-_-_---_ --_-_-_-_-_-_-_::-_-_-_-_--~~-- _-_- . 
----------- --'--------
.. 
·- ,r· " •. !:'! 
--·-- ---------
·- - ·-·--------------·- ·.::,;.:- ,7••·------------ - .·-· ... - .. ------ .... .1..------
• •- - - --- •- • •• ~~------ _____ -:,__,A,--• • --
. - --------·-·-----·----·------.--.L·-----~--
- ____ .,. ___ .:_-=---·-·-......------·---·-----------------------·--· --- . ---~ . -·-··--· ·--------
--------------..: -- __ . ---- ---- ---
·····-- ·-.a:--·---··----
::.:. -- -----==:: ... 
--·_-::-:...--=-=-:-____ - ---- . :·- ' ·.----- .... ·. -~-
'. -·· -- .... __ --·---~~-----.- . ------- -----~--
--- - -








- ---- -· ---
-=~---•- .::::-.--:-c-:-::::_-_-::::.:._·:... -··-
__ ., --------------------,,, ---------
~ ·-··--"" 
----- --- -- -----
- - --- ---~----~---- -
-·-~------------. DESIGNED-EXPERilltEN~TL==========='==:=~=~ 
-~--
---------.. ------~--... ------· ...... -··-----------
' ... - . ' -· 
__3.:::= .. ~~=~ --==----= 
BLOCK'! 
--------·------·-·--·· 
BLOCK' II _ 
---
r 
... BLOCK U_l 
Temperatures 
·- - ------------
____ __ ,- T.emperatures: -- . J -- -··· 
Preheat Zone l:ll)OOF 
Zone 2:lt.00°F 
Zone 3: 1760-~F Sinter Zone 1:20000F 
/_: _ _____ _ __.T1mes: 
Zone 2:20QQOF 
Zone 3:20008F 
, Preheat: 10 ·min. Sinter: 10-min. 
_ _ (lool: 20 min.· 
Atmosphere: Ammonia Dew Point: 25Gf 3-18-66 P.M. -




_ 3:1760°F Sinter l:2000°F 
.. 2: 2000°F 
3:2000°F 
· times: -
Preheat: 20 min. 
Sinter: 20 min. 
eool: 20 "min; 
-- Atmos'phere: Ammonia 
Dew Point: 25°F 
· 3-:18-60. , P .M. 
- Preheat 1 :-113-~F 
· 2:1400 F 
3: l 760°F 




Preheat: 30 min. 
SiP.te-:r r 3tl min~ 
Cool: 20· min. 
Atmosphere; Ammonia- -
-·-new ___ Point: 250F 
3-18-6() P .fJl. 
--------------~------ L-_;__ _________ r+------------1------------1 
BLOCK IV BLOCK V BLOCK,VI Temperatures: . Temperatures: Temperatures: Pr~h~~t _Zqpe l; ll30~F . Preheat 1: 1130°F Preheat 1: 1130~F Zone 2:1410 F 2:1410°F 2:1410 F If 
,, 
,.. 
,, · Zone 3: 1770°F 3: l 770°F 3: 17708L--
. Sinter Zone 1: 2040°F Sinter l: 2 ° er-J.: 20400F ,-. Zone 2: 2040°f ___ - 2: 2040°F 2: 2040°F .~ Zone. 3 -:-204:0<rF _ 3 : 29400F -~ -- :--- -_ -=··3-! 20lt.08F -----~ --- -·-·-- - ------m...t--es • 
- · .rn~-"'es·· '-------, .. · m1· m ... ·e·· s·.· .-. '-~~- - _._ .·... - -~ -· - 4 ~--__. 
.I. Preheat: 10 min~ Yreheat: 20 min. Preheat: 30 min. Sinter: 10 min. Slnter: 20 min. Sinter: 30 min. 6--00-1:-- .--- 20 min. Cool: 20 min. Cool: 20 min. Atmosphere: Ammonia Atmosphere: Ammonia Atmosphere: Ammonia Dew Point: 200F · Dew Point: 20°F · , Dew Point: 20°F J-19-60 A.M. 3-19-60 - A.M., · 3-19-60 A.M. 
-· BLOCK VII BLOCK VIII BLOCK IX 
_ T~~peratures: ------------------------Temperatures: Te~p~ratures: 
. , Preheat Zone l: 11g,s,°F · ·freheat l:-11~~°F { - Preheat 1:·119~ 
-· Zone -2:14I0°F · 2: 1410°F 2:ll+l~ 
_ Zone 3: l 780°F 
_ _ 3:-17-S#F " . --- .3: l 780°F Sinter Zone 1: 2070eF Sinter 1: 2070°F. _ . ----Sinter -i-:-20706 F 
· Zone 2-: 2080°F .--· ---- , --- -·· z-. 208~~ ··- -- 2: 2080?1?-
-:. Zon~- J-= 2~-:: -- ··-~ - --- . -j; 2oaoep ___ ~ 
_·_ 3: 2oso0 ¥---~~______________.""~·  Times:-- -~-- - ------ -----~-~~--- Tfmes_:_ Times: 
-~--- -
---- .. - --
- •> 
Pr, eheat · 10 m1· n Preh 0 ~t · ?n mi" P~.h "'!. .... ~ " 
- ~~ ~~--t:-· - --::· -!'=-~-, . e • ~t°:! ~ a -·.;_ ~:: -~~..-. ..__:,:. -- • ~ f"'"~S~"!i'-~~,._ ,cJ.;--..-;-.{i-. -
-· · SL,t,er-; · 1:0 · mi:n. ·s·inter: ·'.'"'"' 20 ini.D. - -Sinter:- 3G-- min-. - - - -
_v _____ C201!. 2-0- min.- · -·-cool: -- _20 -min. Cool: 20 min. Atmosphere: -- Ammonia: .ttmos~!l~~_e: Ammonia Atmosphere: Ammonia Dew Point: 20°F· Dew Point: 20°F Dew Point: 200F 3--19-60 A.M. )-:J-9-60 A.11. 3~19-68 A.M. ~~-









- - ·--.--·· ------cc...====---- -~--~-- -· - - -- ----~~.:____:~=-----
- .. - - _.:::.. --=--
DESIGNED EXPERIMENT 
--HEAT TREAT · 
-· ·----~------~--~----·----·--------------------------·----·--------------------····-··----------- ·-----------------:-----'-•-~---- ' 
. · OONS_TAN.T THROUGHOU-T- EIP:lsRHJIEN-T: - ---- ·---·-·-·-··"" -·· ~-----·-------- .. 
----- - ·_-----~--~-·_--_--:-·-Atmosphere -










Furnace: Ipsen batch type Quench: Oil @ 250°F . · 
10 min, Dffl Point: not, Feeoroed -
BLOCK I -
TemperaBure: 
· 1500 F 





···Time: 30 min. 
3-31-60 F.M. 
NORMAL ·coNDITIONS: . ( Part No. l~ -Ge~:t- - ,---Atmosphere Volume· Endothermic 300 cu. ft. Ammonia 20 cu. ft. (removed for last 10 min.) Natural gas 16 cu. ft._ Furnace: - Ipsen ba.~ch type Quench: Oil @ 25D··F < 
- ~Tempered· @ 250°1 
60 D!in .. 
/ 
. BLOCK III. 
Tempera8 ure: 
· 1600 F 
Time: 30 min. 4-1-60 A.M. 
--
· BLOCK Ii__ 
.BLOCK 'J/ ----~-- ------Bl.OCR -n--- -----'---------
-~-"T8niperiiure: Temperature: . ~em __ 1P~~!BFUJ:'~-=-_-····:····_·--· __ ----~---- ---~ 1500 F 1550°:f' _ .. -----· ---····· ;UUv 
~-
- '~- _ _ Time: ·58-:mitr~==·:·::~ --~:~:--:·· --Tlmei --$& min. · ---'--------f'Tft.!i-m-=e :--50--miii.-.. ~--··--fa·-=··=·---=~---'~---'- --· 
I --
··-- _ .. _,_ ....... . 
--·- , " J-31-60 A.M. 3-11-60 P .M. 4-1-60--A~M~ - -
BLOCK VII 
Tempera; ure: 
· 1500 F ..... _ 











Time: 70 min. 4-1-60 A.M. 
----· - -
-··· . ------·~ ... 
- .. -.- ·-----·····-··-.· -~--~·-- .. -
.. -- ···--·· ··-·-·-- ... - ··- .. . ~ -
· Pro.c_edure: · -Five Sa.f!!ples-- ef--··e-aeh--of- three- par't numbers were use~ !~ E!a~h ~lQg!( -~ a ..ll. the desi€1le4 -e;}El)erim~.- · 
. 
.. -------~-------·part-ii tJsed: 148 . Ratchet Gear 
·-
---··----·-~--
_______ . - J 9l: i-inglt:f n:ncrckofr · ~ -
J92 Double Knockoff 






. :. .. ... ---- -·---·- .... -~ _1-4- .. : ..... ··. ... 
-
... ---~---------










---------· H•---.......... --··------ - ·-·-




--- -~- -, .• ____!-.·.--=--=.""'.:"::..:;..~.-::::.: --~----
____ __,..,....,.... --·· -- -
---





- • -_; ·- .••. _-::-_ .- - .c =-==-·-;:_:...--:::..::.. .:... ----- -~----;:-.. ·--· - ---
-- -- ___ _::... _ _____:..~;: - ------'·"-""·.:-.:c:...-·::-·-·-·-=-:.'.~---------~-----~ 
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Analysis of V ~r~ance1 
_ . _ __ - - -- - - ---=· J£q-qat1on D.eri va t-i&n----by- Bifferen~iation 2 
----------------------: -- -
The calculations of the block design for sintering part number 392, double knockoff', will be shown in detail. · The rest of the results will be presented in more concise form. 











-------, Dat-a: shrinkage in inches (no growth evidenced in this ~l~u:kl 
.. Block--Design 
20 min. 
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-~-------- --.-'.60150 ~---__...._.----· .. ,..-.. -·- -- .00200·· .oooi9 .002 ··rJ 
r 
~-
- ..... , .... --
--------
-~ _. · ···- -.-- ·?9lt.0.°F 





















-• 88030 • 00030 
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... :88%6 .. ·. 
.00655 
__ , .... -~ 
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.oo~;o .oooll ... ·······------··· ---------------- --- ------- . -- -------~- - ---· .....--
-- --···:~ .. -----:-~~-- -




















Analysis o!--Varian.ce Calc.ulations: Shrinkage x ib4 l 
• 1. Sum items in each row, ,square these sums. ~~4 __ aQ.4~ _ ~- --=--~-------;!}ivide by 0 the number. of items in a row·. -- ( temperatur,e_) 
,s612 + (56>2 ... {s3>2 - 6os 40 13 . 
- • 
2. _Sum items for each column, square these sums and add •. Divide the total by the number of items in a colwnn-~ftime) 
• 






----- --- ------·-~-·r.----sum the items for each cell ( 1. e. for each time-tempera-ture combj..nation), square these sums, and ddd. Divide the total by the number of items in a cell. 
(15)2+(20)2+(21)2+(14.5)2+(19)2+(22.5)2+(1~)2+(16)2+(22)2 __ 




. - -- . 
- ------,-~. -Square each individual item and add. 
~~-- ~- ---~----.. -
( 2. 51_~ + 17(3 l ~ t 4( 3.5) 2 + 12{4}--' ...-- -ii-ti.~·5) 2 ~ 62). ()0 
s. Sum all the· data, square -~t,._is __ sum, and-d-i-v-ide---b-y---t·be··· total n_umber et! cases •. __ .. . ·· · · 
illil: 
--i;,- = 60;.oo This is the correction factor. 
6. The row sum of squares (1) - (5). 
QQ;~~o -~ 60;~-00 = -0.~ 
?. The colwnn sum of squares ( 2) ~ c·51-;- -
-----··-·-·-------- ---··-- · -···-·· ·----··-----:_:::·:-:::=:::..=-=:::-:..:c:·c.-=.~-
9 
~ . ...,,..---:ccc::c _:__:::.·~- ·-f'\A--------
1
- ------- ··----- -
. ul. e 't V - UV-;) e UO .. - q..,f}-- ----·--




--.···-··------· . - ....... ------
... 
--
' 621.70 - (605.00 + 0.40 + 14~70). ~ 1.60 
---- -------·------------··-·---~·· -~---·-· . 
IP ......_ CIL ..,.._ • 9. ~Th~ tg~~ EJWD of ~uares- equ~lt t4)- ~ {51:-
------- --~-------_.,,_~ -- - -- - --
10. The residual sum of squares ~q-qals .121 -~c- _(_J-} -.+---(#-.--· - ---·-······· 
... -·- . 
--~--- -~~-
··1e.oo- ~: ~621-.10 ·+·oos.oo --1 . .3e--~--- - - --· --------·-
-·-··-··- -·· -·····- .. 
. -- ·.,. ····· ... -·-- ·-····- ,·· - . · .. · __ ·····--.--.. - .. ~ .. · -··-·-··-·-··-····------ ---·--·-···--·- --·--
- 76 - --- -- --
. ·- ··--·-·-·-······---····-
-· .... ·---·- ·-·-· ··---- ---·· - . . .. - ___ ... __ .... --·-· 
):i 





-- - ---- --
-- ~---·~- -- ·------
' 
---- -- - -- ~-- -- ·- -·_-----· --== .. :....:--:~ .. -==-----,., .. ---:··-'---·- =---
-------
-------
-· .. :: · .•. ---- ·--- :..- ... -=-c -:....,:; .. ---·. _:;;::-.=-=--· ----- .. · ···- -
·--·\ ,. . ·-
,_ 
~-----------
--· -------· - -----··---· .. -
_ _:_..-..- . 
Ana_lysis of Variance Calculations ( continued_) 
Source of v~riation_______ S~L9f De~~~t _ Meap Var~~ce · ·- ---------- - --- Squares Freedom Square Ratio 
_ Temperature 
· Time 









-··- --· -~·· 
0.20 ,-. 5.56** 
-7.35 204.17** 
0.1+0 11.11** 0.0)6 ~ 
__ ., __ -· ----·-··'--~- ---···· . 
. - ----- ,-,-- ---- -·------
Tests for Significance: Use Table of F 
. Hypothesis: No temperature variation in furnace 
0.20 - 5 56 0.036 - • 
Look in the table of Funder 
n1= 2; n2:· 36. At the 5% lev~l tne value is 3.26 and at the 1% 
II>,. .. . --- ---
Hypothesis 
Rejected 
the value -i.s-4. 25. -A-- doubl-e----_ ~--- -------
. asteris.k denotes this in the table. 
~: 204.17 1- .. J... .. ~--. . .' ·._ .... ~- -... -----,-,,'('~-. -··--,···· Hypo esis Rejected _ 
.. Hypothesis: No interaction between-:-~.time and temperature in furnace 
g:~~6, = 11.11,, Hypo.thesis Rejected 
. J. 
--·. . 




------· ------ - - -~---··----- ·------··----·------- - . 
---------- - ----- . -
- -
,--· ·•······ ,_,., 
. ,.·· 
.. 
__ , ···--- ----
-- . __ ., ____ _. ...... -.. --,---· .. ···--·-·-·······----"'·-···------·-····-··--·- ---- - . . 
... ·.,.. ---- ·--···----·· - .. . -·· 
........... ,.. 
... ·-·- ·-·-···· ---·-··-·•>< .. . ... -·-·-· -· -- -· .. ····-· -- -... - ... ·---~·- ··•···•·· 
- .77 - _ r-~---·--·-----··---··---------··-•··-'"------ -C., •• .• . ···---······--c: ........ . · ... : .... _ _- ~ ·· ···•··· · ------·- · -- ... , - · · •-• ·-··-'--.. -• -•••- • •••·•-·•·-••· .. •· •• ,-. .. -------·•..-,"---W-w--·~···· 
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- • • 
~ 
---- ·- ----- ---·. 
~-·-
-------· 
0 EQUATION DERIVATION PROCEDURE - -
GeneFal Quadratic Form: 
s •••• shrinkage 
- --- T-.-. -.-.-time 
H •••• temperature 
------- ---
s = aT2 + bTH + cH2 + .d'l + eH + t -
.. _ ....... ---·· ... -~--,--- .. . 




··-- ~---·--··-----~--·, .... -
- Differentiate the above equation_ wit.b_ re_speet. tO- a-;-Dtct-
----------~--- - --------~-d; e ;----and---f-.~-- -1'he--r-e-sults of -tnese differentiations are: 
.- 1 .• ) tT2s • "ai.T4 + bzTJ.a +c~T2H2· + dzT3 + e~T2H + f~T2 
2.) fTHs • aET3a + bzT2H2 + ci.THJ + dfT2H + e!:TH2 + i'ETH 
3.) fH 2s : aEH2T2 + bfTH3 + cfH4 + dtTH2 + efHj + t'f H2 
I 
-4.) fTs • aiT3 + btT2H + c1TH2 + ~T2 + effH + t!T 
--~ 5.) EHs • ,aHT2 "+ b_iTH~. + e2H3 + dfTH- + eiH2 + tE.H 
_ __ . ____ -----~~ - E.-s -= --az.,,2 + ofTJI + cf~Hj + cl! T + ef H -+ 9f --{; ; 9) 
____ The next step is to CODE the time and temperatures. _ . ··-·-··--.,- - ····--·· -
.-c;--~:-··--......... - __ .=.:;.: 
-------------- ---- ·- - , -- . - -- . ---
q 
, _ 'lemperature---~- ~F-400 
_ ••• C- --Ti111e- - 26 min. ' -,. ·•••-·- ---Ia min. -- -
•- . ·>··._,, .... 
Data: shrinkage x 104-
Sinter P-ar't No. J2i _ 
- - -131oclflJeslgn-~ 
















) . ~ 
-
·---··- -;--_c • .:,;. ,· •-;---- • 
._3.-2 
-- - - . 
------- - 7S -~ 
-------. ·---- --
Time 3 ;r_ -
--· -~ ·--
-- ··- --- ------- -------- -----------~--------1 
-- --- -· 
------------. 




- ~-- ---- --· __ -~ -- -- - - -~---- :_ . ,,,. - - '\ 
-~.4 , ... ···-··· ·-··- ··-······. - -··-·-- -····-·· - ----,--- ----- , 
- - -- -------------~-----·--·-::_____ ~--· :-
... --------· ···-·-~·--····--·- -- . -----·--·------·--
- ---· - - ~ ---~- - - - ---- --- --------- - -
- --------------· ·--· .. ----- -· --- ·------· ---
- . ·--- ------------------------- --------- - --- - -
---·· ----·· . ---· .. ~----·--·- ·-·--·-------·-·---------··-· - --····--····----·--········--
-----
---------
·~·---,······-,--··•-,-.,.....,..·., ............-----., -, .. ~ ....-.. -----------· .. ,•. ·.'.'" .. /•-·· ----....... ,...... c-.·.,·~co-·· .... 
-
----~--::-----c--_---·-~ -· __ :;._ - - -
-----------------
-------- . . 
=====--==-=--~=-=--==- -__ ' - -·· - =~--'---~~ ___ ,.___ ~-~---- --- -- -- _---- - --=-- -- =_ =--.--·-.--~------------·-·------------




- . - .. - --- - ' 




- _ __, -- -
--------------- -- -- B-lock Jl-------T----B-~-V-H-4 __ ~_2-Tj T4-- -fll--·--H'2-· e2T a2,2 Hfl H3T l · -1 -1 l -1 1 l -1 1 l -1 -1 · 1 1 l 
r 2 -1 . 0 l -1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 -1 l 1 -1-1 l 1 l -1 -1 i ~ 1 -1 -1 __ --------- --·---.- --- -- --------z..--- ----u---;.-i·-- o- -- ---o··o-·----·r--- ~r-1 - o---o-- - --o- -- -o-- --e--------o- ---- - --- ---- -«-----~· 
··--· 
s -o o o o o .o o o · e o o · o o o 6 o ---1 o o· o 1 1 1. · o o· o o· o o 
· ·- · -- -? l -1 l" -- ··11· --1 .. '!91 ·1:--.~-i l -1 · 1 -~l -1 8 1 8 i 1 1 0 0 O· 0 0 · 0 0 0 0 " 
· .-9--. ----1~~ -1 ···l i l ___ . l ~--·- 1 .. i- ,.· ,. l ~·~-,1-~~1""-~------- ···- - -~------· ~·-------·-·~"-.~"~---~- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
·- ··--- --- .. ---··· -· Totals o o 6 · ·o 6 6 o 6 o o 0 0 0 






·- -·······"··"----- --- ·--~---
~-c -' , 
~<t- ----- .. ' ·-- -·7· .-
8 
··' •'1le. 9 
Totals 
'·· 
---- .... -- - - ----- -··--·-----------·-·----- ···-··-········-
-
--
- 34. 0 -3.2 o.6 -23.0 ~0.2-21.a 
____________________ . _______ Suhatitu.ting-these valu~s -in· the -equat;Qn-s 'that.- appear -on the previous page, the fol,!QW~g set of equation~ are obtain eci. 
- - ----- · 
.,,. - .. , ... - ' 
----- Solving these·· equat·tons· · 
simultaneously will give 
the equatio,n -- shown __ below • 
Equation: P~r~_No_. _. __ 39~ _ Sinter _ ' 
------· ___ _ 
S .. = ~o.17r2 - 0.05TB - 0~25H2 ~:~ .. _o~-hT + o__.lOH ____ j_~MJ __ " .-. -~--- . 
-- ---·~- ·-·- ~ ---~- .:··--·--=-~·-·:: ___ -_ - -- . 
IL-·--. ------
--- -------- ------ ---------------- - - --- --
""' 79 -
--------------- -------- -------------- --- .. ~- ---- -----
·- - ·-- ---·-------------------·····---·-
-
- - ---
- ·- ---··--·-··~---· ---·--··-- ---·--· -------------------------·-·----------------------··--·----·-------·-·· ---· 
-c~~-------. - __ ,. 
.::.....·. ----:·-- ·---~"' . . ~ . ~-,, ~. - . - - . . . . . -~ ', . ' . ~ ' 
-· .I .. _------------~~---·-- ~,---·----·-;-·--·.;;;....;:=----·-=·:=..=~:c~--------==-------.;.. - --·-------·-----·--- -=-.:::.:.-·'c."":"::;.- --· --~--- - -- ~------.. - -·--- ·-·- -·- -... -. - ,·:;:-:-,·:_,-~.,-., 
____ ....;._ ____ _ 
-~~--------------------
·-~~-~-··'---~-~~: 
-~-:-'"~'-:"'----_._c-~-..:--. --'---·--·--·-c· ----~--- . . ~---
.. 
·4nalys is of ·Variance :tof!na ·the~igni-ficance 
. of the- Interaction_· terJP · in the Equation for 




quation: s • T 
- 0.5TH 
- 4T -17~7 
_____ ___!__ _______________ _ 
of Variation 
____ . __ _ 






ot Mean .... __ Square wa· ... 1an· c··  e -------·--·-- ·-·- ----· v-, ..a.--- . . . . ·-· ij,atfo 
----·----- ·-----
----·-'----------. 
1 =~ -, ~--==~•--- :. 1-.;-oo;-::c_#:-~-=~2__::_~------.. _·.::.,,,.. 
1-- - -----96 .. 480**-(--l-}- ------------·-· 
--~----- 2--- 1~*( g )-
~====~===~--~· ~Jb-=·· =e-~--~-=-"7=··=---=---=----~-~~-=-=···-==~==-=--=·---=---'1=-~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:,=~--~-~-~-=~~~. 
Residual 
.2 
**(l) This figure is of engineering . .. : sign.i£i~ance. 
*-*~2-) '!'has figure is of statsitical importance only. 
The interaction.is not significant at alll 
------··-··---· -···--··-··--·-·-· ----~-·--- ···--------· ----·- -----·--·--·--. --------------- -· ---· . . -- ------ : --~·· ·--
------------------- .L._....._.._ _________ ------ . -- -----
-- -- ---- --- ----.-----------·-"--·------~----- -----
---- -----·------
____ ... ~,-,-----~· ,,.... .. __ __;;:__~--~ 
----·--------·------ - ------· - ,-,------ --
--·~----~-- ----· -----------.----- -- -------
,. 
------· ·----·-----·-·--· ------··---~---------- --·-----·-------;--:--··---
,. 
~-.--.,.: .. ,.,....,.., •· •· ~ _•c=·.-·-··· ·- .. 
•. --·------- -1, 
.L 
---~-~-----------:....:..... ________________ _ 
-----------·-·--------·---------~--------··--··----
--~----·--·--- -·-'·-- -=-~-- ---------------~----~'-'----~~- -_ -- - -:.~ __:· _·-_·_-·"_··_·_~=---·_· ___ -__:-_-_- __ _ 
., 
.__-:_-:_-_-_-_-_·::::::::-_·-----··=-------------.. ::::..-::==:,.:.:::c::.:::-:_--_-_-·:.:::=-=c.::-.:·.::-=.:._ ... ---·------.. - .. . ---·- . ·--~--<He,, .... 
-------··----- -- ---- ------------
-·'.:.---::::::: ... -------
-- -~- ·---.-- ------- ---- ··- ·- -·----~--------·------ ---- -~---~--- --- ---- - -- ---- --
·--:--~~'---C.....c__c:==:.::.::..:_:.c.::__-:---_:__.......:___---=ccc---_:__ __ --'---- ~--:....~ - ... - - -----· ··--::... . . - -~---
·" 
- -------- - - _';' __ _ 
. -- --------·-----------.,---------~----
---- ---·---- -
... ···--·-·--·--·--------- - ·-------·--·-·---·-~-






~- - --~·--'-"'---.:;..:_~c_ 
---=-==---=--------===~-=-:-~---=-=-=== 
-·----··-----·----·--- -~ 
- -- --·-- ----
-·---- . .:..--, 
.. -::-·:::..;;-; ____ ·~---- - ___ . --
. -..:_-·- '----'- --
--------- -- ... :.· -----==- - -- . 
- ----·-------~---- ---









··--··-·------ or- - ·--------- .,_____t....... ------ ------ - -_::-::;-:.::-~--·--=--=--~·...:::::::----:-_--·-------
-----·---~ . - ---· ·- ------·---· 
• < - t • • • • • ..... ( - ~ e, • - • ' ~ • • ;'_ •• ,.,. ..: • '!_ C • • - • 
? ·-.---.. -:~·-;.-::-,, .. c • .;a.··-···· :·- ___ -c_. L-----,:----:,--. ____ -__ ,_-,--.,-_ .~-------;--------~-~-=-.. -,.-... -.. ,_._-._--.~--.---·=····-·=---;-·-=-----.-----•-~ .. •-· - --~--: ,,. ' .-.=-'·•=··--···-=·,-·=··,F·--=-----·~·· • ~---·-·-· ~··"'__:·--·;~-'---··-·· ---'-=--==== 
-----·--- -- ,J -
-- -- -
===============~-=--~-===:====~~~---==-=· =======~-~~-~~----~---=--fl~ .. -~ 
,. 
. ., 





-- __ , ----- -· _,,-- . - -------
__________ ~art .No. 3-9? 
Double Knocko-f-t 
-- -- ··---- --- . --- ---
-- . 
·Specif 1 e-at i-ons: Briquet Weight per piece 4.980-5.040 gms · -_ -------~--~ 
.8rigu_~~---JJ§n_s_it_y_ .J:l-er_. ___ pie.c_e__~g_ gms/.ce-----~---· ------. --· .:._, ___ ----:-__:_ Powder Mix 10()1& HVA Sponge Iron 
___ _ 
1% Zinc Stearate 
Density Check: 
Weight 4.982 gms 
Sec. x 6.72 gms/cc 
··Sec. y 6.92 gms/cc 
Distribution: 
Weight 5.039 gms 
Sec. x 6.54 gms/cc 
Sec. y 6.76 gms/cc 
------ .... 
Parts made on January 22., 1960 Parts mad-e on- --Jin ua,ry 29 , 1960 (x) (I) 
1felgbt -in grams: Totals 




- ' .. 
. - -- ---
. - - . - ~ - ·-
- ·r------·-·- -~;- --
. . . . 
·-·-----·-
-·-- ·-- -- ------ - - -•. 
---·--··-·-----
.. · . ..di' - . 
- -&.· --- .. :.:..:.:-, __ _,,,.,"";-::.: 'j 
-·- ··-· ... ----····· . 
- - --- ---------------·----~·- -· ---·-




--t~~· __ :t,.:...--.--~ 
- --------·- ·- ---=-= --~ ------::-~---------· __ . ..:._-:,___ --
- -
.. ---.--,-.-:--: 
=~~~~=====~---~----~----~~===---:::-===========-==~==~~ ---·· - -----· . -, -·--» . 
GLOSSARY OF TElUiS 
, . ., ' ' 
... A~pare~t (i~nsity - the weigh·t ef a unit voliume-----o-f powder, -·------- usually expressed in gram.§ _per ___ i;c~uub>--1·.lb:c_ :as· ~~~~,r-=-=--~--=-==--==---======, __ -_____ ---------_ -------- - -~aeterminea by a special method_ of loading. 
Block - a group of tests or experiments,-- often a corpplete .. replication ~f a· set of unit exp~riments. 
-------------.,--
B~iq\!~t - an object p~oduced by the compressipn of metal - -·-powders with or without ~be_ inclu.S.ion o.£ nonmetallic " constituents; synoriyriious- with compact. 
- --- -














Cold pressing - th-e format-ion of ti briquet at room temperature. 
Cold welding - cohesion between two surfaces of metal. generally under the influence of externally applied pressure at ·room temperature. 





. r,,,.. r, ,r, r •. ,'t: 
-:;--·---- .. --- - ---· ~---- -· -
bendri ti'c·>pt,wffer'';~- '·parti~ies· ~- ,_ u·su~iiy.,~f, ~i~-~t~~1;1,~_,_,. ,_.,_~ __________ ~- -----~--- ___ _ __  - -- -~---orig1.rf ,- 11avirig-a--typ1ca1 "pine- tre-e11 structure-. -
:.:_.·.::.C.'";;.'..-- :.;._· ;·----~--. -Deg-r-ees- -ef--.c.f'i'ef!dem- - the numb-er- of tr'.free" elements associated with a sum or some other function. 
-~-Densi~ti~:;!~ ~~==ctt~~i~!~ g;n~~!Y a~;o~u~~e~~n~ity 
--~-=~ -· )Di 
. - e 
of metal of the same composition 1 usually expre_asecl as :li percentage 
.-.---~-~- ~--- _ _ 
jl· 
- the pa~ or parts making up the -eanfin.in-g r~~m in which a powder is pressed. The parts of the die may tnclude some or all of the following:· die 
--- - -- ----·---
-~----
----=-------~-=----- _____ .. __ - -_ 
- boay, punch-~,- and- core-roci-s-; ----
-------
--
Electrolytic powder - powder. produced by electrolytic ------- ~----- depo-sttion 1 or by the pulverization of an el-e-ctro-deposit. 
_· __ 





-- - ·-.----- -~~ ... -·. -:-·-·· -,- Erro-r mean square - eqliaiA residual mean squa.rewn~n _ residual varia.t,ion is 3$:$Qeiat~d .ttitb $xp~r!m~ntal . 61~1"'-0i'.;. 
. -
. -




- -- ----- --- -
-------~~~-------------



















•. -, I 
. 
--
.. , " . ---------.-- ... ,-· -
;:,t::-'j -"':~. ='--~~ '-c=~=---'------="·---'--=-> =-· ---=---~-=-=-=-==---~~-~~~-=-~~~-==--~=:-~-.-~--.. -=---· · --~---~--_3 __ 
-
===-· .. -- =--....,,,,,,,,,==~~~~~;;:::_--=~~=-==:==.=::=-· =--=:---=---=---~~:. --=-=-. .- .. ·.·. -- --···---·· . --- .. ---~-- ....... J,,:'. ______ ·---' . ·----Fl-ow rate - the t~me.,re·quired for a pCiWder. sample- of --
~tandard weigpt to flo\'1 through an~.-orifice ln a standard instz-ument according- to a specified procedure •. 
---------
--- -~-- ------------- -~~-- -------~;I ~ ------------· · · --~:--Grffnciensity .;;;--tlfe··-cret7erriiiiiiicf dens-ity of a green com-pact; usually expressed in grams per cubic centimeter •. 
Growth - an i~crease in dimensions of a compact which 
-- - - may occur during sintering. 
. - - ·-·. -· ..,. -~·-· --···-· ....... 
~ ,. 
-- ----- - ----- -·-- -~--
Interaction - means ·--de_p_endence; in ana-lysi-s --of variance 1t means the tendency for the combination of factor$ A and B to produce a res'Qlt that is differen-t ----- ,--- ··- ----·· .~···-~ - f-rom thEr lllere sum of their ~~10 incii vidual contr-i.butions-.-
----.---~~-~-,~----~~,-.. -~--· --~~-- Minus- m~sh-- -----the -po-Pt-:i.Gn -of --· a i:o, .. 1<*eF--,s-amp±e- ,,wM-e-ll---~&-se--& -
r 
--.... ·------··•·"'· 
through a screen of stated size. 
----:-. 
.. 
_Particle size - the controlling linear dimension of an A 
. ., individual particle as determi-ned by analysis with screens or other suitable instruments. 
Particle· size distribution - the weight' percentages of the fractions· into which a powde;r __ ;,_~m_p_le has·_· ____________ _ 
________ .. be:en---c-la-s-s-i£ied- -acco.rdtng--·to ___ p_a .. rtfcle size_.__ __ 
fress - a mai:hine used to form or siz·e. a. compact by 
--· -··-.. ·-- ...... -------~--
~-~-~~~=~~~~=~·,•--~~-~~--=- .... ____ __ ___ _  _ .. "f·: pres sur~"~'-_ .. --- ---- -.----:-. , _ _ .. -:--:-=-~:-:-:-.:- :=-:-::--:------- ----_ . ..,~-_--·- ·-:-.------- --·-----~-- -- -- .;.. ·. . ·,- .. -· --· ~- ---~-----·--- ------------- ---·~--
__________ .. _____ fr~~-~~g - the_ appJJ .. ·ca~_!<;)~ Q_f pre~sUl."~--~Q ~-- powder 
{ 
_ __, ________ - --- =--·- ·······--- - _--- ~-
or compact 
Process avera.ge - the ··mean value of a quality charac-teristic, of the output of a JJI9ocess • 
. -
----Process capab1.Tit~y- {natural tolerance) - the actual or 
· potential capability of the process with respect to meeting specifications. - In~er~~~ may center on-the standard deviation of the process, ulti.;. mately on the per cent defective. 












---Regression e.quation - the function that indicates how 




of one or ~ore ot~~-~,, y,,~.~j...,,,b1~s ;r.:rri~,";:: with t-l~esa .... ~o'G'ner varia'~bl~s.. 
- -- - -
- -
--- ·-·-
we-prac:g-;8_ .; ,... a_ t:-l~ --r;r-""-""·i ,,- = ..,;- 1">. "' ~-~----~-.:t_ - ---- ~ --- ----'f'Tr- 5· s·eA · ~~-~ ~ - . ~ ..,_ ~:~ ~ ~- _ .:-: .. 5, , ,s.~- ~ -.j. J>....-.. ~ ••• __ ~.~ - ;..~ .l Q, -f'~• .Lvtrts J. y r .. e \,A Q.U"" 
- ~ - :a1ntered CO;Iipact fur the pUPpose Of altering 
" physical prop_f!:!_r~!e~ _ or __ s_tze _ ,-,.--.--- _ ___ 
_____ · ...... ---.-----.. _,.. ---···- -
,--,---:-~-·---- .. -~.- ·-··--· 
- ---
Sample - ~ set of objects or things from a larg~r set called a "universe". 
.: ----~------------"~---:-' _____ ···".,-:c···· -· ... -
- ....... , 
------
---
- - - =····=~--,---
. .--
---- ----=--
---- -- -- - -~- ----
---~ -
. --~--·---- -------- --~-----------·-----~---------- - -
- -- ---··-·-·-_________..._ -- ----·- -- -
~-
---~-------·-
-~ .. ----··· ... -· ~,-,_ --~-----"' 
···.- ,. .. 
··-- -~------ --- ----
- - ---- ··-·-----·_; ;- . 
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